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merely to avoid the
or jower altitudes.

OLE ATTEHPTS

.

Enterprising Scheme of New York
Society Editor to Force New
Yorkers to Put Up.

MANY GOTHAM- -

weltering heat

1003.

Pert 8. Otto, M. S.. mathematics
Physics mul chemistry; Mureth Furro,
director depart ment or niiihlc, phvs
leal culture; Kleuor A. Thomas, Pd
U., psychology, United States
history
and professional reviews; Helen O,
C'arrlck, KnglUh and nubile siteultlnir:
Mary Hugimln, 11 Junior department
and met hods; Elisabeth McCrickett,
Kindergarten and critic In primary
grades; Carl O. SumUtrom, A. B.,
Latin. Spanish and ancient history;
Benjamin 11. Dot, biology, arithmetic
ana nmnuui training; Jennie M.
Houseley, supervisor training school
and ..methods; Harvey L. Loomls,

First Northern New Mexico
Fair to Be Held in Las
Vegas Late in September
Enthusiastic Meeting at the Commercial Club Last
Night
Votes Unanimously to Give a Whopping Entertain- ment at Gallinas Park.

respect the standards established.

In

1,1,

-

mat the summer session of the
Normal is not planned on the cram
ming plan Hub become evident to
many who find it somewhat difficult
to maintain satisfactory
standing,
even though they are not taking as
many branches as they add led for.
They are now glad that their difficult- ies were not Increased by being al
lowed to take all that they reauested
Though the grades Insisted upon may
lead some to withdraw earlier than
they otherwise would, yet they will

BLACKMAIL

ISVEXIXO, JULY

Society

sienograpny, typewriting and bookkeeping; Margaret Heine, piano, violin
ana guitar.

... w.

-
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SVIET L1AKES

BY

DENIAL

Organ Declares
That The Czar of Russia's

Semi-Milita- ry

Voice is Still for War.

MISSES THE

N THE majority of towns
MAKE
of the southwest, owing to
to
Attractions
be
Advertised.
extreme
social
the
Time
Widely
to
Cel
heat,
INVOLVED
Appropriate
life is practically suspended
EASY
ebrate.
Base
Carnival
Races,
Bali,
summer.
In
the
Las
during
Evtnb, Cow Boy Sports,
Vegas, however, where the
Music and Many Other Features.
weather never becomes op
of Stock Exchange
and
whither
many
presslve
Denial of Story That tlie Selecpleasant people from the torrid cities
Make Complaint and Will of
the East, resort, the social season
tion or N. Witt e MeuiiN:ieitVe
Hellacki tl by IVoitiifi-- .
is In Us heyday.
The firsunorthern New Mexico fulr entertainment for themselves, Just to
is
to
in
Last
be
held
week
was
At Any Price.
an
Las
in
closthe
Vegas
see what
unusually lively
could do and how they
nt People.
one socially, yesterday being especial ing days of September. This Import would . liketheyIt.
adsucceeded
ant point was definitely settled at a mirably. All theThey
ly given over to pleasant affairs.
people who came,
Mrs. Clark's Party..
meeting of the citizens of Uis Vegas all the visiting horsemen cave us the
Honolulu, July 15. Returning from
S. Petersburg. Ju'v IS Svlet.
New York, July 15. Three promi-nen- t
Mrs. jonn s. uark entertained a last night, following a meeting of the best kind of a name, boosted the cll- - Walkikl Miss Alice Roosevelt, Mrs. which
sometimes
directors of the Las Vegas Driving mate and the city and gave out that
determine
tho
society persona have informed number of ladles at whist yesterday Piirk & hair association.
Senator
Dubois,
Newlands and Con views of the military party today in- we hud .v.. Lent iirivi.. if tint! . tn th
afternoon.
done
The
was
close
playing
the district attorney's office that If
gressman Longworth, who were the that M. Wltte's appointment as pleni
At the earlier meeting the financial southwest
skilful enough to result in a cut
their services are required they will and
of
statement
race
the
of Sheriff Brown, were too late potentiary is equivalent to the ac
meet
June
was
i
guests
for the first prize which was won
c,......,i.,
of any peace terms Japan
appear as complainants against Chas. euchre. Mrs. Willian P. Mills was
vertlse our attractions to the peonlv of for the steamer Manchuria, which ceptance
choose to offer except leveling
E. Ahle, of the society editor's asso- H. Ungles also won the consolation Pierce. This gratifying report Is found all New Mexico and to those In south-- ! had already left the wharf. They were may fortifications
of Vladivostok. The
the
in full elsewhere in this Issue. The em
Colorado and western Kansas taken out on a tug which was carry- paper calls attention
ciation, who aws yesterday Held in, prize by cut. Delicious refreshments directors
to Emperor
satisfaction
at
expressed
were, a feature of the afternoon.
The weather In the closing days of ing a large number of citizens to bid Nicholas'
$3,500 bail to the grand
notes on the varimarginal
the balance remaining after the pay
'
jury on the'
Is
the
almost certain to be
party farewell, and' were trans- ous uddresses expressing his deter
Mrs. Wheeler Entertains.
ment of the expenses of the meet and September
charge of attempting
fine.
blackmail,
The purpose is to have spec ferred to the launch In the open Bca mlnatlon to continue
the war and esa
man
to
were
lodged against him by Edwin M. Post
of
the
that
opinion
Last
Mrs. O. A. Wheejer entertacular races, good baseball, carnival and then carried to the Manchuria.
to
refers
his
pecially
telegram to
member of the New York Btock ex- tained night
a
and
well
successful
attended
highly
at the ever
General Llnevltch, June 14, which the
change. This announcement was made euchre. Mrs. Williampopular
I,
'.
P. Mills was fair could be arranged for September.
commander-in-chie- f
read to the army,
The question was immediately tak of
by the assistant district attorney to- again fortunate, winnig the ladies'
interest to visitors. Then the rail
and which has Just been published
en
In
folday, who had been assigned to prose-- . first prize. Mr. William
of
the
citizens
up
meeting
J. Lucas won
road rates will be very low. and a
here, In which the emperor pledged
cute Ahle on Post's complaint: The the
first prize. The win lowing. Colonel Twitchell reported' large number of people will be glad or
gentlemen's
to do everything possible to
himself
allegation against Ahle Is that he at- - ners of the consolation
the letters received from the xn
prizes were that
lighten the heavy task of the army
opportunity of making
to coerce Post in
Cattle
xeinpie
business nien of the city had all a exceptional
Chicago
put
H. S. Van Petten and Miss Kinderdlne.
Receipts.
trip to this city just about the time
expressed confidence that all obscribing for a book dealing with New Late In the
Chicago. July 15. Cattle receipts and
strougly favored the holding of a fair the Fraternal City
stacles
be overcome and
would
evening a choice collation and
is
to
its
York society, which was to be
open
ready
500.
not one of those present at the
Steady. God to prime steers, that the war finally
was served.
would
end happily for
New
Mexican
gates.
to
Every
and sold to subscribers at $500 printed
ought
$5.50
to medium, $3.75
$0.00;
a copy.
neeting put in a dissenting word.
the Russian army, as proof that tho
visit Las V'gas and her ideal sur (Tf $5.23; stockerspoor
Post alleges that Ahle told him that
Euchre.
and
$2.70
was
motion
is
feeders,
voted that the
Upon
had no intention to nial,o
a scandalous story involving his name
rounding country once, at least, In or $L35; cows, J2.50
$4.70; heifers, emperor
Mrs. W. H. Ungles is entertaining a air he held.
at
pouce
der to appreciate Just how well
any
prlco.
which was in the possession of a New
(ft)
$2.25
$5.10; canners, $1.50
$2.50:
At the directors' meeting it was re
this territory. And the often- bulls, $2.00
York society publication Avould not be considerable number of. ladies at
$4.00;
$3.00
calves,
solved
to
a
in
note
the amount er the New Mexicans come the bet
give
euchre this afternoon. Handprinted if he subscribed for the book
$6.75; Texas fed steers, $4.00 8 $5.00.
f
of $685.25 to M. P. Cousins, a creditor tf r
At the time of Ahle's arrest the police some prizes ai-- offered to the lucky of
they will like it and the better we
bneep receipts, 2,000.
Steady. Kills
association.
the
motion
ones
it
Upon
and
refreshments
to
are
be
shall like It.
found a list of names of many persons
Good to choice
$5.25 (0)
wethers.
was
decided
that
all
small
bills
served.
against
We want to popularize the good $5.75; fair to choice, mixed, $4.75
prominent socially.
each
Opposite
the association should be paid at once.
of coming to Las Vegas. We $5.20; western sheep, $4.75
name, were figures representing sums
practice
Normals Entertain.
$5.75;
All the money left over will be judi- want to
make this a hospitable, open-floo- r native' lambs. $5.00
ranging from, $500 to $1,000. Up to
western
$7.75;
the
for
of
ciously
The
the
expended
students of the summer normal
good
town that even-bodwill be iamus, ?6.00
today Post has stood alone as a com$7.75.
ls
New York, July
to visit. We want to give visitplainant against Ahle, but now, how- received the faculty and friends at ssocialion.
glad
Apgar,
New
The
northern
Mexico
will
fair
the
Normal
hair
last
sixty-fiv- e
ors the glad hand and make them
assembly
ever, he is to be reinforced by two
night.
married and a
Kansas
old,
Livestock.
years
City
be
held
under
Drivthe
of
the
a
of
town
auspices
women and a man of the highest Quite
large number
young
happy while
ire here. We. have Kansas City, July 15. Cattle re grandfather, killed himself in Jersey
K Park & Fair association.
It was advertised thethey
social standing who are ready to press people responded to the invitations of
wide "world advantages ceipts, 300. including 150 southerns, City today by shooting as the result
the complaints against the prisoner on the normalites. About a hundred, in decided last night to raise $3,500 bv of this location, we have thousands of steady; native steers $4.25 (ft1 $5.50; of a sensational dlvowe , rase
,
cash subscriptions. This amount, It
the same ground.
all, were present.
temporary and permanent residents southern steers $3 (fj; 1!$4.60; southern
to
divide
as
follows:
A very enjoyable evening was spent.-Oameproposed
in prospect, for the coming year, and cows $2.25
$3.75; native cows and divorce' to Qeo. M. Meyers agalaftt
For purses for races, $1,500.
were '"played, but dannng was
we want the people of the southwest heifers $3 ft $3.25; Blockers and feed Clara E. Meyers.
Apgar was named
For cowboy races, $500.
as
the f hi
The.
suit had been,
as
pastime. The social quali-- ;
well
ers
?;;
those
from
6$
the
its
bulls
$2.75
to
outside
$2.25
$4;
$f0:
For othf-- r amusements, $1,000.
on trial several days and. had ab
ties of 'Loth hosts and guests were diswhat we have u here. So calve s $3 (ft) $.25 ; wjsteru- ftseJ-teappreciate
incidental
for
expenses, $500.
played to pleasing advantage. As was
let everybody hustle to make the first $3.75 w $0.20; western fed cows $3 traefcd wide attention.
the case last year the social side of
These amounts will, of course, be northern New Mexico fair a hummer. & $4.25.
The observation ciass under the the Normal
life is a gratifying feature greatly supplemented by entrance fees And we are going to issue a very speSheep Receipts.
direction of Miss McCrickett is prov- of the summer
school.
and sale of privileges and money ob- cial invitation to southwestern people
Kansas City, July 15. Sheep re
ing the most popular one in The sumtained from admission, so it is certain to come here this fall and help us ceipts none, nominally steady; mutton
mer session. Thirty-fou- r
students are
Complimentary Dance.
the first northern New Mexico fair celebrate. We want to see them and $5 ft 5.75: lambs $5.75
$7.40; range
enrolled' in it and interest in the
a number of young people of will be a big and spectacular one.
Quite
get acquainted with them all; we'll wethers $5 (fj; $5.75; fed ewes $4.50
is Increasing daily. Several the
St. Paul's Memorial Church. Sun- The important matter of the elec- promise to give them a memorable ti $5.
city attended a dance at the opera
of the student teachers have signiday school, 10 a. m.
house
last
tion
a
to
was
of
exto
left
night, complimentary
the
secretary
time.
fied their intention to come again next
Captain Barlow. U. S. A., of San An- ecutive committee.
Las Vegas has something worth NEW YORK BANK 8TATEMENT.
year and get more of this work.
tonio, Tex., who Is spending a week
Every citizen of Las Vegas is asked while to celebrate, too. The fair will
preaching at the Baptist church toto make the fall fair one come very close to coinciding in time
Miss Hausley, supervisor of the here. Music was furnished by an ex-- , to
(By private wire to Levy Bros.)
Come out Subject for eleven
night
cellent
band.
will
The
that
advertise Las Vegas to every with the formal opening of Fraternal
spacious
New York, July 15. Reserves, in a. m. tomorrow, "The Gospel in Promtraining school, appeared in assembly floor was string
in the best of condition, the part of the West. A splendid start City. It is an event worth
exercises for the first time last Monand of
celebrating, crease $11,565,425; reserves less Unit ise, in Type, of the
just was made at the June race meet Then an evenj. which should encourage ed States increase $11,420,725: loans Christ" At elgnt p.Kingdom
m "Beginning
day. She spoke on Pestalozzi and evening was cool and the crowd comno
to
of
itself
was
made to ser every Las Vegan to do his best, to decrease $9,150,400;
dispose
his influence on educational thought. big enough
particular effort
specie increase of the Remission of Sins in the Name
She emphasized some points not often fortably in the dance without crowd- cure the attendance of outside peo-pl- boost a festival here that will be a $9,190,800; legals increase $2,552,900; of Jesus." A full house la desired.
The Las Vegas folk got up this record-breake- r
thought of in connection with teach- ing. The pleasant affair was kept up
for New Mexico.
deposits increase $713,100: circulation
ing and her address was heartily ap- until after midnight.
increase $297,200.
First Presbyterian Church Rev.
plauded.
Norman Skinner, pastor. Morning
In the future Instead "of issuing a
SOCIAL NOTES.
worship with sermon at 11 o'clock ;
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Summer Session Notes
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Church Announcements
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catalogue at irregular Intervals, the
Normal will publish a quarterly bulMr. Hallett Raynolds, who spent a
letin, one number of which will be week at Harvey's, got in last night.
given to the catalogue, another to announcement of the summer session
Attorney A. T. Rogers returned
and the other two will be issued as
from his visit in Kansas City.
"Normal University Helps for Teach-ers.- "
Most of these bulletins will
Mr. Charles H. Sporleder and daughreach three thousand people.
ter. Miss Louise, returned from their
The last session of the little first Harvey sojourn yesterday.
grade class, under the direction of
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt and children
Miss McCrickett, was given Friday.
accompanied
lady's mother, Mrs.
s
The
are very much Phil. Holzmanthe
back
from Albuquerque
pleased with the first grade teaching and will
spend several weeks here.
they have observed and discussed.
A new class, consisting of second
Mrs. W. J. Lucas returned Thursgrade children, will be organized Wedday
evening from a visit to her old
President Vert will occupy
nesday.
the time Monday and Tuesday in home In Pltsburg. She was accomby her nephew, Henry Mctalking to the students about profes- panied
Donald.
sional work in general.
Prof. William Dixon and wife. Miss
All the professional work offered
Dixon and Charles Perkins of
Perrine
has proved very popular. In elemenafLa,, returned
Covington,
tary pedagogy, sixteen were enrolled. ternoon from a week spentyesterday
at the HarIn the two classes in method there
is a total of thirty-six- ,
and in advanced vey resort.
pedagogy, which recjtes twice a day,
One of the most .pleasant events of
there are ten.
the week, socially, was a hay ride
a picnic
Many of the student teachers were to Romero by moonlight and
box canyon. About forty young
surprised wfhen it was announced at the of the
people
city and quite a number
Friday that the summer session was of
summer visitors Joined.
half over and that it would close
August 11. Many said; they had
Among the arrivals of the week who
been too busy to think about time.
will spend the remainder of the sumIt is rumored
that a mountain mer here were Mrs. A. M. Blackwell
Miss
tramp has been planned for the near and her accomplished daughter.
future, and also that Beveral teams Jane of St Louis, Mrs, H. Wilcoxon,
loaded with summer session freight Miss Lnlu Wilcoxon and Mrs. Holland
will make a trip into the mountains and daughter of Carrolton, Mo.
i
in about a week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones, Mr. and
The botany class closed its work Mrs. Messner of Kansas City, Mr. and
on Friday and on next Monday a class Mrs. C. H. Sharpe of Kansas City,
in zoology will be organized in its Mrs. George E. Bradley of St. Louis,
place. As In the case of botany, it and Miss Elba Stoneroad of this city,
will recite twice a day.
left this afternoon for the Upper Pecos to spend a week fishing and moun.
The students who came from the tain climbing.
'.-.southern part of the territory are
Mrs. FranX Sutton, who has been
much surprised! at the coolness of
Las Vegas' climate, and particularly the guest a her sister. Mrs. A. B.
that the Normal building should be Smith, here left this afternoon for
so cool In the hottest days. Some Albuquerque where she will visit
have expressed the opinion that it is Mrs. A. A. fsien for a few days beworth while for a large number of fore returning to her home in Los
people to attend the summer session
yes-terla- y

student-teacher-

.,

.

"

)
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Serious Railway Collision Reported

"Masher" Gets

Interurban Train and Street Car Collide Injuring
Seven. Eighteen Hour Train on Pennsylvania
Comes to Grief.

Fort Worth, Texas, July 15. A rear
end collission between a Dallas car
bound for Fort Worth and an interurban trailer behind one of the northern Texas motor cars, headed also for
Fort Worth from Handley, took place
near Sycamore creek today, in which
seven passengers were hurt, some
severely. All the injured will recover.
The accident was caused, It is understood, by a misinterpretation of orders.
Flyer Wrecked.
The
Harrisburg. Pa., July 15.
Pennsylvania flyer, east bound", was
wrecked at Port Royal, a few miles
east of this city early today. The
train was the eighteen hour flyer between Chicago and New York. A
short distance east of Port Royal the
train struck a freight wreck. The
engineer shut off steam, reversed his
engjneand Jumped. He was the only
--

person injured. When the flyer struck
the wreck the speed had been greatly
reduced.
The shock was so slight
that few. passengers were aroused

from sleep.

Six Months
New. York, July 15.

A six months

sentence to prison for attempting to
flirt with a married woman was im
posed on Benjamin P. Smith, who
came here from SL Louis, by Magistrate Steinert today. He spoke to
Mrs. Grace M. Gamble, & handsome
married woman, who was waiting for
her husband at the Madison and
Btreet suburban car. Mrs.
Gamble resented this, struck Smith
in the face and caused1 bis arrest
The magistrate, in imposing sentence,
invited other women who suffer from
"mashers" to act as Mrs. Gamble did.

8ix Fatalities.
Mount Vernon, Ind., Jul 15. In a
head-ocollision between (wo freight
trains on the Louisville and Nashville
railroad near Upton today, four persons perished and eight were injured,
one fatally. The dead are:
John
Spradley, Leonard Price, I C. Koker,
a brakeman; an unknown tramp.
BuildEngineer Lawrence was fatally hurt
The train dispatcher, it is said, mistook the number of the trains and
Kills
after they had started realized his
error and telephoned to a telepheno
operator at Upton, who hastily sum25. A ItiTe four
moned persons to flag the trains, but
Winnipeg, jiil
the collision occurred
before they Btory building In course of erection
elation, who was yesterday held in here was! Plown down earHr today by
a gale and In falling One wall crushed
two adjoining buildings. Four people
were killed and upwards of a dozen
were Injured: In one house were ten
occupants and In another, six. Much
damage was also done in the outLnndstrnm, who is a young wldot, skirts.
an to have sent her oranges with a
not saying "for teacher only." The
Vegetarianism and Music.
oranges were laid aside and having
A
vegetarian Journal published at
failed In that direction, tho girl is
Hamburg
appeals to its readers not
to
have poisoned the Johnson
alleged
well. Fortunately no one drank the to attend Wagner performances nor
play any of Jie master's music It
water, and the alleged crime was dis- describes
Richard Wagner as "a
covered before any disastrous refe, 1er" and a man who
sults occurred. The water was sent gross flesh
ridiculed
openly
vegetarian principles.
to a chemist and was found to contain enough Btrychnlne to kill a
score of persons.
Forty-se-

cond

n

Falling

ing

Four

Jealous Woman Trys to Poison Rival
Owotonna,

Minn., July 15. Wilda
Johnson, a young woman, is under
arrest charged with having put poison
Into a well on the farm of G. L. John-- ,
son and with having sent a package
containing strychnine to Mrs. Lund-strum- ,
daughter of Johnson, who is
a teacher in a county school. According to the prosecutor, Misa Johnson
was desperately in love with a young
man of the neighborhood.
She Is
said to have been Jealous of Mrs.

Normal University Faculty for

no evening church service during July.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.; Christian
Endeavor at 7 p. m. A most
to all people.

n

hearty-invitatio-

First Methodist Episcopal Church.
The services
tomorrow will be somewhat out of
the ordinary. Dr. O. H. Adams, the
blind preacher, whom our people de
light to hear, will preach at 11 a. m.;
at 8 p. m. the congregation will listen
to reports of the Denver convention.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.; Epworth
League at 7 p. m. The church Terr
heartily welcomes any who attend the
services, strangers and sojourners
are cordially Invited.
A. C. Geyer, Pastor.

Nearly Escaped Grsatnsss.

It is a curious fact that Mr. Gully.
former speaker of the British house
of commons, at one time was very

despondent as to his future, and that
the despondency was shared by two
of his comrades in the legal profes
sion. Tiiere is a story of those three
discussing seriously whether they had
not better throw up England and seek
fortune in India or one of the colonies. Luckily they deckled to give
fortune another chance, with very
notable results. Mr. Gully ended as
speaker of the house of commons;
another became lord chancellor; the
'
third died when lord chief Justice.
Religious Swiss Flag.
The white cross on the red field of
the Swiss flag has a religious meaning. It was adopted as an appeal to
heaven In 1339, when the Swiss fought
and won one of their greatest battles.
Weather Report. Fair tonlirht and
Sunday. Yesterday was a little cooler.
wun me mercury 87 at the highest
and 53 the lowest.

Maine Shocked By Earthquake

05-0- 6

Several Inquiries have beer'' made coming year, with their
deregarding the faculty for next vear. partments, is as follows: respective
This will Inform aU
Edmund J." Vert, Ph. D. Pd. D., presiThe faculty of the Normal for tfce dent,
pedagogy and psychology; Al- -

Portland, Maine, July 25. A slight
earthquake shock was felt at 3:10
this morning, followed a few seconds
later by a heavier one. No damage
is reported. The shocks were severe
at Augusta, Bangor, Lewlstown, Rock-

-

land and Brunswick. Reports from
Thomastown say a shock was felt there
shortly after 6 o'clock of about fifteen
seconds duration. The state prison,
and a houRe at Thomastown ' were
shaken noticeably and dishes and
'
stove covers rattled.
,
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not actually reach the
apex of our spberiod.
No form of exploration demands
such clot attention to detail at polar
voyaging, because the traveler is en
tering a region devoid of inhabitants,
without any animal life whatever.
and lacking even moss or firewood.
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It
unulr
f,rust
tip iU
home thoo'-- b birds, beasts and fishes to be found:
C:rfdf f 3iuoer ts. Nomore
tt.n 10.GO the earth yields something to help
vritboct it. iTMNcr.bo by
m oir
anJ
support life In an extremity, and it is
at least possible to
fuel alFir.4Sdn. 8oM by aU dnjrtfsu and dWt at tl W P
to
obtain
which
heat
with
for
ways
Malt Wlmkty Co., Roche ter, . Y.
X.rxi Rookkt
cooking or warmth. But the polar
B.
DISTRIBUTOR.
J.
MACKEL,
voyager has to face a waste of frozen
crystal, a sea of ice, across which be
must navigate himself by sextant and
chronometer, as the mariner upon the
ocan, and where he must face relentless death if. any mishap occurs to
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Walter Wcllman on the Future

Of. Old Line Life Insurance

of the Equitable Came Just in Time to
Clear an Atmosphere That was Growing
Murky and Lead to Important Reforms.

Shaking-u-

p

him.

In planning a polar expedition the
leader has to consider three essential
factors his ship, bis stores and his
dogs. He cannot take a mail boat
and debark at some convenient point
near where he purposes operating, as
do explorers in less rigorous climes,
but mugt buy, hire or build a stout
wooden ship, sufficiently capacious
to carry a two years" outfit and sufficiently powerful to batter her way
through any but the thickest
Herein lies the secret of one important technical feature the employment of wooden
Instead of steel
Ehips. These wooden craft can be
built with hull enormously stout and
buttressed within by Warns and ties
to increase their resistance to the
dread Arctic "nip" without affecting
their buoyancy. The bows of these
ships, mostly Newfoundland sealers
and whalers, are several feet thick,
of solid planks, shod with iron bands
to prevent the Jagged edges of the
ice pack penetrating them. No such
masses of metal could be put into a
s'.eel fabric without impairing her
stability, and no rivets and plates that
were ever contrived could withstand
the Impact against floe or berg.

recent Utter, want it and be induced. to take it
car:
without our paying out more than the
life insurance is to le cheaper in business is worth for having them
toe United States. Management ift coaxed in.
to be made
expensive. The com"The smaller companies are cow
missions of wilt are to be cut down.
administration
of
economies
Various
making a tremendous bid for business
insurance on the strength of the Equitable
are to lie Introduced.
la to be written on the deferred divi- scandal and the
distrust of the big
dend or aetnl tontine plans and more
which
has been spread
Insurcompanies,
for the purpose to which life
ance is beat
broadcast.
The
smaller
companies
adaptableprotection
for dependent. Supervision by state are gaining on us. This is their harauthority is to bn more strict, and vest- Every big company In New
federal supervision is Among the possibilitiesalmost anions? the prob- York is now finding it more difficult
abilitiesof the near future There Is than before to get new business, and
to be less petty pilfering among l!f? every one is lofting more through lapInsurance officials and a keener ap- ses and surrenders than in any reL. H. Gerard, whose own vine and
preciation of the character of the cent years. Realty, the big compantrust reposed In them. There is to ies are facing a serious situation.
fig tree are in Chicago, is here telling
be lens intimate relations between
"There are two ways out. One Is alluring tales of the brand of hardcompany .managers and Wall street. to double our efforts, which means ware he dispenses.
These are some of the berieficfent simply that we are to go on playing
to Property Owners.
mulu which, I believe, are to come the game as we have been playing It. To allNotice
whom it may concern and to all
from the Kouitable acandal. Not In with a higher limit paying still
the real property owners within the
Yynany year i has thel life inBurance more for our new business. The
and park disfollowing cross-wal,Tworid had 4ich a b)klng tip. Tfie other Way out is to reduce the pretrict in the city of Las Vegas, New
V
Equitable expse ha served m a miums and make life Insurance so
Mexico:
..warning to many other companies cheap the public will want it. If
A'I that portion, of the cityof Las
we
"
onV.-to "put their house in
adopt the latter course we have
They
have taken stock, as It wem with the small companies beaten. On that Vegas, lying north of the center line
a view to learning where they were baslnl they caunot compete with us." of Dougfus avenue for the southern
The head of another b.g company boundary; the property fronting on
weak and where overloaded.
Reform
Is the slogan In every insurance expressed similar opinions.
Other Twelfth street, for the western bounto
con- - dary; the northern property line of
Jn
are
my
to
the
knowledge
'company
country
lay. (managers
Honest rnanpgers are trying to ton slderfng the same
Of all property fronting up on Friedman
question.
leaks and to introduce better niethrxla course, Tom Lawson's talk of insur- avenue for the northern boundary;
ance at a cost of only forty per cent and the center line of the right of
through conviction as to duty.
of present premiums is absurd. An way, as now constructed, of the main
or careless or Indifferent
are trying to do the samo thing average reduction of 15 to 25 per line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway, beginning at a point in
out. cent is practicable.
tnrough fear of Wing found
said
right of way where an extension
What they fear Is the preHs, publicof the center line of Douglas avenue
ity, public opinion,
would cross said right of way and
The petty rascalities in the Equitfor
running thence along said center line
able have cost the members of that
of said right of way to an intersection
society a few millions of dolhrs.
with the line marking the northern
Arctic
Their loss will mean hundreds of millimits of the city of Us Vegas for
lions of gain to the American peopli
the, eastern boundary."
in our feneration.
You. and each of you are hereby
The present summer promises to
Not all of these reforms will coma
notice, that the city council of
given
a
one
record
Arcbe
in
the annals of
ftt once. That is too much to expect.
the city of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
New
tic
York
the
says
exploration,
They must come nlowly, gradually. Tribune. In addition to the
has fixed the 26th day of July, A. D.
dispatch
Some may never, fully materials.
of a relief ship In search of the Zleg-le- r 1905 at 8 o'clock p. m. as the time,
8om
emi practices will continue,
the city council chambers in the
expedition in Franx Josef Land, and of
others will develop. We have not another
Las Vegas, N. M., as the place
city
American
will
expedition
go
reached the mtllenliim, nor are we
which
the owners of property in
at
north
seas
Greenland
through the
,
likely to reach it. Rut I am convinced under the
said
alley and park district
command
of
Robert
Teary,
bottom was touched when the Equit- while a
lead- may appear before said city council
French
under
the
party,
able revelations shocked the country,
and be heard as to the necessity of
and that from now on, both morally ership ofa the- Duke of Orleans, will maklne such public Improvement by
attempt
poleward Journey by way
and practically, life Insurance man- of
Spltzbergen. Though there is no
agement Is to be on an ascending
road to Arctic renown,
and
grade. We hould not be too optim- royal
must
suffer
and
prince
privation
istic, but ther Is no occasion for pessimism. The foundations of faith are hardship like any commoner, it is a
not shaken. The country U not going cuijoua 'circumstance hat anothercourtly scion, the Duke of the Atto the dogs.
ruzzl, In 1900 achieved the distinction
was
It
high time.
The thunder- of reaching "farthest north" in a
I can refer you to customers among
clap that is helping to clear the
venture that lasted only
fourteen
wa Kadly needed, it had months,
86.33 north latitude. the best people of the town. I guaranattaining
become murky. Life insurance had against Nansen's 86.14, five
years be-- tee satisfaction. When I clean and
been drifting.
Bad men and bad rore.
with his new shijj press a suit It looks like new. Charges
hopes,
feary
methods fcal come Into too much and loyal comrades, to outdistance reasonable. Give me a calL
prominence. In my opinion, based even those in the present or succeed
on pretty careful investlnatlon, more
ing season and to plant the Stars and
New Mas
Las Votf
explosions are wanted and are coming. Stripes much nearer the pole, If. In- - Bridge St.
Equitable was not alone. There are
others.
There are dor ens more companies
in the country that need overhauling,
ESTAHLIKIIED, 1870.
that need cleaning out. Some of
these are big companies and tome are
smaller. Part of them are In New
York and others in "the provinces."
A few of them should be taken by the
throat and be wound up and be put
out of existence. There are state Insurance officials who should be Impeached If they do not do their duty.
In another dispatch I may have
plain and particular to say on
OF
this score.
That life insurance is to be cheaper
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
during the next few years I reallv
believe. Talks with a nnmber of
'
leading insurance men Indicate they
Craktt Building, oth St.
are at last convinced that they take
too much money from the people and
give too little In return. The manJEI PERSON REYNOLDS. President,
ager of one of the largest companies
Bald to me today:
A. B. SMITH. Vice PrtsidcrL
"I am In favor of a change of methE. D.'RAYNOLDS. Cashier.
od on the pert of the biggest companies. We should get
HALLETT RAYNOLDS. AssCashier.
and map
out a new toltcy. In the flrt place
we should stop this .ruinous comA
of
'fenerai.banklng business trarscted.
petition for new bushiest.
trying to t large volumes rf new
Interestpaid on time deposits.
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WANTEDA t,r lru nu.nth. ll.Uuttfilu
iottg,
OF AGRICULTURE. or fJ& A
uru t r.
at &
ivy
Forest Service, WMYtgton. D. C.
. 1X4 .
May
ANTEI A cow. lUi Suth vrwt.
Notice- is beevby
given that
cle4 bids directed D the For I
to !itntf
TpXEHUKTICork-ryh-r
eeter will b received by Jamee AJ
ui rircniari. Miiuplr . aavvniting matter,
B. Adams, Special Fiscal Agent. For- t uomI
AU- tp-rUf.y. Xt ranr,-ntfest Service. Washington, D. C, up
to and Including the !9th day of July,
FOR SALE.
of 500,000
1905, for the porctast
ot green saw Umber and
teet B.
L'OU ALE A mitra Eijrt.t room boa
1.000 railroad ties I feet in length:
to be cut from certain tracts of land quire Ivtffclert-ntMU
:ivet.
la approximately Section! 13. 14. 23, VOtt SALS iffln rrMdMic lot on Jacknon
.
and 24. la T. 17 N, R. 14 E, N. M. A Mfwt fruCit.nk- thr nam. fU 1C
(Win
P. Mer. in the Pecos River Forest Reserve, New Mexico. No bid of less
al
than 1100 per thousand feet for the
saw timber and
thousand
R SALE Jrw.T cow. Oood milker. I.
per
,
U. Hauanl. E.tfhta
feet for the ties wCl be considered,
and a deposit of 1344.45 must accomSALE-ranrb in Mura
vcul known lor fifty
pany each bid. Payment for the Um- IL'OB
una
irraxintf
watered fur
ber awarded must be made to tk
w.i
Kor jariiculam
firmm purpw-- ?.
stk and
Special Fiscal Agent in full In 30 days apply
Lax
to
h. v:ivu!,
Vpx, N. M.
from
ma
date of notice of award j ii ritlh
thereof, or may, if the bidder
STRAYED.
so elect, at the time of making
the bid, be made in three equal
on
90 STKAYED-O- doEe pray Mare brand! M MX
and
instalments, in 30, 60
i!ur brandl on
days, respectively, from such date. shonlder und U cnty h p. two biaok (p;ni!'h
The cutting and removal will be done inar-- j mulw bron-- i! O on Ivti
abjat
okl.
return to
in strict compliance with the rules
W. h. WILLIAMS.
and regulations governing forest reIjvh
a. X. M.
Fcr Ktrwr
serves and under the supervision of
the officer in charge of the Reserve,
PERSONAL.
who will fully explain the requirements In the case upon application.
t:rl wants
Special attention is called to the fol- AWEALTHY tastand to reiit-v-t
htr of
car-- .
butiintM
tons topoortuaoof
Huo
lowing requirements: that no livins irooil
So.
ndurtid
Adv.
ciuv,
healthy trees of a diameter less than Chicago.
j.ti
14 inches breast high be cut; the
railroad ties are to be cut from the
tops of trees which are too knotty
or crooked to make saw timber;
stumps are to be cut as low as practicable; in no case higher than 18
SANTA FE, N. M.
Inches; the stem of every tree cut to
be used to a diameter of 10 inches
.Fire Proof, Electric Lighted,
and, to be sca)ed to a diameter of
6 inches; cordwood to be cut from all
Steam Heated, Centrally Locited.
tops down to a diameter of 3 inches
Baths and Sanitary Plumbing
and piled separately from the brush
Throughout.
and limbs; tops to be lopped
and
large limbs piled in one division, and
Large Sample Room for Combrush and small l!ms lu another diMen.
,
mercial
vision. Agreement a id bond for comAmerican
or
European Plan.
pliance with the rules will be required. Purchasers failing to remote
GEO. E. ELLIS,
timber awarded wlthii ona year from
Proprietor and Owner,
date of final award thereof, forfeit
purchase money and the right to timber unremoved. unless an extension
of time is granted. Timber unsold
may be purchased pon application
Dollolom
therefor within one year, without fur- Bream and
ther advertisement. The right to re
Mfltf. 9JIASCH.
ject any or all bids Is reserved.
-
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Reetl Estate
HOUSES TO RENT FURNISHED
AND UNFURNISHED.
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Houses and lots for sale In all parts
of the city.
Ranch properties of all sixes for sale
from six seres to 1.600 acres with
plenty ot water for irrigation.
Several vacant store rooms for rent
in good loatlon.
Call and see us If you want to sell,
rent or buy Real Estate, at
Douglas Avenue.
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Company
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HOTEL CLAIRE

Pastries

OVERTON W. PRICE,

Phonm 7 7.

Acting Forester.

f

HARRIS

p--

1

613 DO 111 LAS AVENUE.

HRS. H.

n.

RAINEY,

latest Style Dressmaking
And Ladies Tailoring.

Agent for
Pictorial Review Patterns.
West National Strwt, One half block west
of the Plaza

fivYiiiairu

Class Tuesday and Friday
7 TO 9 P. M.

Private Lessons - $5.00

Mmllonul Mvm.

X

For Course of 12

Instructor.

THOS.CODY,

AD1ES' WAISTS
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500 DOZES OJ HMD JUST BE

CLOSED OUT

Prices Tell The Story. "Be Wise" Buy Now!
Many More Lots, Now Displayed at Interesting Prices

AJine selection of White Waists, made of
Panama and Lawn; nicely finished, hemstitched and tucked; Worth 75
y?f
cents tojSl. 00. Special ....
One of the best values in our Ready-to-WeDepartment. Waist made of Pongee
Batiste, Black Cotton Gloria and Imported Damicei worth $2.00
ar

and 82 75.

fifl

Special....

f?l

One Lot of Waists made of Crepe de Chen e

ZT:..

04-2- 5

A Splendid value this

don't miss it

An Assortment of Lawn Waists, Fancy
and Plain, Embroidered and Trimmed
with Lace. Worth $1.25and
$1.75. Special

98c

One Lot of Waists made of Fine Batiste,
Organdie, French Lawn, India and China
Silk. Creations of the best and largest
concerns. Worth $3.50

SmK9J

to $4.85. Special,....
One Lot of Waists made of Peau de Soie,
Taffeta Silk. Worth and al- ways sold at $5.50. Special

O QO

g&"U

Free with

Free with

Every Five

Every Five

Yards and

Yards and

Over of

Over of

Boxbay

Boxbay
Nevertear

Nevertear
Silk, one

Handsome

tgi

Silk, one

PURE OYE

Handsome

STRCKQTH CUARASHICO.

Mirror

Mirror

Price
of Silk

CAr

JVl

Per Yard
Any Shade

en

I
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PLAZA

SOUTH SIDE

LAS VCOAS OAILY OPTIC

0!

Thd Loose Leaf
0
g Accounting System
o Is No Longer an Innovation.
0
B

o
v

It is recognized as an absolute necessity by all
progressive accountants, auditors, manufacturers, bankers, and business men generally.

The Jones Improved Loose Leaf Speciality Company

0
0
0
0
0o
0
0
0
0
0V
0

are manufacturers of
o
0 The Best (hat Genius and Experience Can Produce 0
0O
o THEIR PERPETUAL LEDGER is the most powerful,
on the market. It has 0
o
durable and
o no sharp corners or edgeslightest
that mar the desk. It opens 0
o and closes
than any other. Its compactness 0
0o permits thequicker
writing surface, when in use, to lie closer to a
the desk than any other binder. By its improved clamp 0
0 ing and expanding mechanism the round back always

0
0
0o
o
0o
O
o
o
o
o

remains in the center whether the book is used at its
maximum or minimum capacity of leaves, thus giving it
a beautiful and sy metrical appearance. The binder can
be firmly locked on one or one thousand leaves, and one
or more leaves can be inserted or removed without disturbing the others.
Further information sent on application, or our representative will call and show you the goods.

THE OPTIC CO., Agents.

s

0

0

Women love a dear, health? com-- '
Ladles who take pride , In clear,
plexlon. pure blood ma ken It. Bur-- ; white clothes should use lud Cross
dock Blood Hitters makes pure blood.
3
Bag Blue, sold by grocers.
Mrs. Dick Abir has returned to
Madrid camp from a trip to Denver, j Tho extension of the Santa Fe railway, building west to Parker, on the
Iiodlly pain loses !ta terror If you've Colorado River from Phoenix, ta hava bottle of Dr. Tbomaa' Eclectrlc OU ing trouble securing laborers because
in the, house . Instant relief In cages' of tho intense heat now prevailing on
of burns, cuts sprains, accidents of the desert.

0

TI TUMI

e

e

WeaK

It's the little colds ihat grow Into
big colds; the big colds that end In
consumption and death. Watch th
little colds. Dr. Wood's Norway Pi a

of every
An due to indtf sitton. Nlnsty-nln- s
ae hundred people who htva heart trouble
aa ramember when It wu simple Indlgee
ttee. It la a aelentiflo fact that all eases of
heart disease, not organlo. are not eahr
waoeable to, but am (he direct result of
All food taken Into the stomach
which falls of part set dilution ferments and
swellsthe stomach, pulling It up against the
heart. Thla Interferes with the aetlea el
the heart and la the course of time thai
sUeato but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. KMbls.f Nmat. O., ami 1 tias omtcl
WMMsmS u H
bet Ititi u I hM heart trouble
WXhtt I took KtxM OjfVH Cur (or ibott four
me n

Synip

any sort.

Kodol Dixosta What You Bat
and relieves the stomach ol all nervous
strain and the hssrt of all pressure.
1

a

Fof tale at Center
tort and Winters' Drug

Block-Dep-

Co.

'v,w;
I

v

Vt

Surprise Party.

Many of the farmers about Phoenix
The date of the annual encampment
who have harvested their spring crops of the national guard of Arizona has
are now planting again for the fall been set for August 2 at Prescott and
harvest.
great preparations are being made to
make this the most successful encampForced to Starve.
ment ever held.
B. F. Leek, of Concord, Ky., says:
I suffered agonies,
"For 20 years
Shake Into Your Shoes
with a sore on my upper Hp, so paina powder.
It
Allen's Foot-easful, sometimes, that, I could not eat. cures painful, smarting, nervous feet
After vainly trying; everything else, and Ingrowing nails, and instantly
I cured It
with Bucklen's Arnica takes the sting out of corns and bunSalve." It's great for burns, cuts and ions. Its the greatest comfort diswounds. At all druggists; only 25c.
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-cas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy.
The city council of Blsbee has un- It Is a certain cure for sweating, calder consideration an ordinance to pro- lous and hot, tired, aching feet. Try
hibit the use of gasoline stoves in It today. Sold by all druggists and
that town.
shoe stores. By mall for 25c. In

Disinfected and put in a Thorough SaniAsh pits cleaned, dead animals and all kluds of refuse

Cesspools and vaults Cleaned,

tary condition.
removed.

Don't Use Poor Oil.
For use on sewing machines, bicy
cles, and all purposes requiring a fine
lubricant the best la the cheapest in
the end. Genuine Singer oil can only
be obtained at Singer stores. Look
for the red S. 522 Sixth St., Las Ve
gas, N. M.

Mr. and Mrs. V. O. Manley of Mad
stamps. Don't accept any substitute.
Trial package FREE. Address, Allen rid have gone to Colorado Springs,
Buy It Now.
where they were called by the death
Now Is the tlmo to buy Chamber- S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.
of Mr. Manley's mother.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is certain to be needed
The Yuma board of trade Is preparCHOLERA INFANTUM.
sooner or later and when that time ing to arrange for several homeseek-ers- '
comes you will need It badly you will
excursions to that Point next winneed it quickly. Buy It now. It may ter if good rates can be obtained from Child Not Expected to Live From One
save life. .For sale by all druggists. the railroads. The Laguna dam will be
Hour to Another, but Cured by
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
under construction soon.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Grasshoppers have Invaded Douglas
and Phoenix and are eating the cotton
Bent Her Double.
mosquito netting off the windows of
"I knew no one, for four weeks,
Ruth, the little daughter of E. N.
the houses.
when I was sick with typhoid and Dewey of Agnewvllle, Va., was
'kidney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie
ill of cholera infantum
last
Ancient witchery was believed in by Hunter, of Pittsburg, Pa., "and when I summer. "We gave her up and did
got better, although I had one of the not expect her to live from one hour
only a few but the true merit of
'
Witch Hazel Salve is kniwn by best doctors I could get. I was bent to another," he says. "I happened to
double, and had to rest my hands on
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
every one who has used It for boiK my knees when I walked. From this think
sores, tetter, eczema and piles. Sol! terrible affliction I was rescued by
my
by Winters
Drug Co., and K. D. Good-all- . Electric Bitters, which restored
'
health and strength, and now I can
walk as straight as .ever. They are
Guaranteed to
simply wonderful."
It Is becoming the regular thing at cure
liver and kidney disordstomach,
this season of the year for the ther- ers; at all druggists; price 50c.
mometer to go up to 108 degrees in the
shade at Phoenix.
A number of men have been found
the past week on the desert
during
It Is ten times easier to cure west of Phoenix suffering for lack or
The Best of
coughs, croup, whooping cough and water. Several of the men were crazy
all lung and bronchial affections and two others wandered off and are
Everything
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's thought to have perished.
OOLORADO TELEPHONE
Laxative Honey and Tar la the original Laxative Cough Syrup.
Gently One Dollar Saved Represents Ten Dol- - City Oificfi Room 20 Crockett Build.nj
moves the bowels and expela all cold
lars Earned.
from the system. Cuts the phlegm,
The average man does not save to
Dr. Seward
4?' m.
ni
curea all coughs and strengthens exceed ten per cent of his earnings.
2 to 3:30 pm.
Dr. Fanner
weak lungs. Sold by WIntera Drug He must spend nine dollars in living
Co., and K. D. GoodalL
expenses for every dollar saved. That
being the case he cannot be too careMiss Mary Sanborn, of Phoenix, Is ful about unnecessary expenses. Very
HARVEY'S
reported to be lost In the desert, hav- often a few cents properly invested,
ing gone off for a ride while out with like buying seeds for his garden, will The High Mountain Home
save seevral dollars' outlay later on.
a camping party near Phoenix.
It is the same In buying Chamber- For comfort; health and pleasure
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea take a trip to this famous resort.
If In a kind of bilious mood,
It costs but a few cents, Carriage cornea in Tuesdays and FriRemedy.
You wish an aid to digest food,
and a bottle of it in the house often days; goes out Wednesdays and SatNo other pill Is half so good
saves a doctor's bill of several dol- urdays.. Terms are $2.00 a day or
As DeWltt's Little Early Rlsera.
lars. For sale by all druggists.
$10.00 a week.. Fare each way, $1.00.
Th trip, including passage and a
Maricopa county wlllbe the pro- stay from Saturday to Friday Or from
When e'er you feel impending ill.
prietor of the largest lake in the south Wednesday to Tuesday is $10.00.
And need a magic little pill,
west when the Tonto Basin reservoir
Leave orders at Murphey's drug
No other one will fill the bill
is completed. It will be twenty-fivLike DeWltt's Little Early Risers.
miles In length and 100 feet deep In store or Judge Wooster's office In the
Sold by Winters Drug Co., and K. D. places and several pleasure steamers City Half. Address H. A. Harvey,
will ply upon its waters.
City.
Goodall.
j

j

;

ser-lous- ly

'a

Mountain Resorts

;

and Diarrhoea Remedy and got a bottle of. It from the store. In five hours
I saw a change for the better. We
kept on giving it and before she had
taken the half of one small bottle she
was well." This remedy Is for sale
by all druggists.
SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

Three Transcontinental Trains Eacly
Way Every Day.
EAST BOUND.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

p. m

-- 2:23

.

:40
4:45

s. m.

1

a.m.

.2:00 p.
5: 40 p. ra
.6:00

a. m

No. has Pullman and tourist sleeping cars to Chicago, Kansas City and
St. Louis, and a Pullman car for Denver is added at Trinidad. Arrive at
La Junta 10:30 p. m., connecting with
No. 5, leaving La Junta 3:10 a. nu,
arriving at Pueblo 5:00 a. m., Colorado Springs 6:85 a. m., Denver 9:30
2

a. m.

has Pullman and tourist sleep-car- s
to Chicago and Kansas City.
Arrives at La Junta 10:55 a. m., connecting with No. 603, leaving La Junta
12:10 p. m., arriving at Pueblo 2:00
p. m., Colorado Springs 3:30 p. m.,
Denver 6:00 p. m.
No. 4 California Limited runs Wednesdays and Saturdays only. Solid
Pullman train, with dining, buffet and
observation cars. Unsurpassed equipment and service.
No. 1 has Pullman and tourlct sleeping cars for southern California
points and Pullman car for El Paso
and City of Mexico connection for
El Paso, Demlng, Silver City and all
points in Mexico, southern New Mexico and Arizona.
No. 7 has Pullman and tourist sleep-lacars for northern California
points.
No. 93, California Limited, has same
equipment as No. 4. Runs Mondaya
and Thursdays.
No. 8

ianch Resort

j

m.
Dep"8
m.
Departs
m.
Departs
WEST BOUND
1 Ar .... 1:35
Departs
p.m.
7 Ar
5: 15 p. m.
Departs
3Ar 5:55 a. m,
Departs
2 Ar....-0p.
g Ar ...1 :3C a.
4 Ar. ..4:40 a.

No.

Montezuma

'

,

g

;

D.& k. u. System
3anta
Tltn

Fe Branch

TbU

No. 71.
Ifcffectlwi November 7th, 1904.1

'

'

e

CAT BOUSO
No va

A flour mill company with a capital
stock of $30,000 has been organized at

The company may also
furnish electric lights In the towns of
Solomonvllle and Safford.
Solomonvllle.

Trouble

and
stipation.
"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets have done me a great deal of
good," says C. Towns, of Rat Portage,
Ontario, Canada. "Being a mild physio the after effects are not unpleasant, and I can recommend them to all
who suffer from stomach disorder."
For sale by all druggists.
Con-

SUNSHINE

.Lv....Alamoa...Lv.
B:a)pm..iM
3:00 am. 27 Lv.. -- Pueblo
Lv.
4

o
o
o

BATEWAY

travel take the

BEST, SAFEST AND SHORTEST

ROAD

We have portable chutes for loading sheep )
at Tnrmnon. Parmanent stock wards at Wil- ( lard, Estanola, Stanley and Sante Fe. j j

i

V

Shortest line to Bl Paso, Mexloo. and the southwest The
s
route to California via Santa Fe Central, Bl
P aso & Northeastern
and Southern Paolflo.
TIME CAR0
No. 1 makes olose
Arrive Daily
l.tavthily
at Torconnection
NO. I
NO. 2
Suilons
Goldrance
the
with
t sup,m
SANTA Fit
lioopm
No.
en
State
a
Limited,
10
KRNNKDY
m
m
...
p.
p.
4 lift p. ni
.MOttlAKTY
.1:3) p. m
44, east bound, on
the Rook Island. No.
IW1ANUA.. (iu (; m
f4Ap ml
2 tnakos close con-

only

flrst-olas-

.

Half the Ills that man is heir to
come from
Burdock
Indigestion.
Blood Bitters strengthens and tonH
the stomach; makes Indigestion tm
possible.

.

Ht'ip for

.TollKANYK

uuwl.

wet

.

(). m

o
o
o
I oo

"VS

pm

Colo 8pga...Lv.... ilMpm
Lv... 8:30 p in

Train atop at Embndo for dinner where
are enrved.

good meats

OONNICTICNS

At Antonlto for Durango. Silverton, and
polnU.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and inter
mediate points via either the standard gauge
line via La Vet Push or the narrow gauge Via
Salida, making the entire trip in day light and
passing through thefMtom lisuraf
also for all point on Ureede branch.
A. 8. Barnsv,
Traveling Pauenger Ageat, Santa Fe. N. M.
8. K. Uoopbh.
I' A
.
IWtynr

t.

M;UIK

o

o
o
o

Las Vegas N M.

00

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCOOOO

Browne & Manzanares Co
Wholesale Grocers, Wool Hides and Pelts
Complete Line of Amole Soap Always on Rand .!
Walter A. Wood Mowers,
Horse Rakes,
.'.

Cultivators,
Wool Sacks,

Sheep Shears,
Hay Presses,

Reapers,
Harvesters
and Binders
On Railroad Track.

n4mf4

o
o
oo

,J, BUCIIER,

C)

S. B. GRIMSHAW, G. F. & P. A.
W. H. ANDREWS, Pre$. & Gen' I Manager.
ALFRED 1. GRIMSHAW, Traveling F. & P. A.
iS

.Ar...-0enTe-

pm
pm

pm
:40Dm

12:40

Address:

nection with Oolden
State Limited No. 43

J. P. LYNG, City F. & P. A.
V 44 l
.4

.Lv

881

..

00
8 :10

10

Send for Examination Questions with Some Answers
and Information Relating to Public Schools of New
Mexico, Price of book 75c. Those desiring positions
la New Mexico will find in a benefit to them.

bound. Birvlcj unsurpassed.
Dining, Library and
Pullman Cars of tho latest pattern. Berths roserved by wlro.
TRY OUR KOUTE.

Miss ll. K. Cilhlar. who hm been
teaching school at Madrid, has none
to her homo In Hcrunton, Kntixas.

.

--

.

ANSWERS.

s

Si

(

.

2ara

-- 10:2!)

s OOO OOCOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOO O 00
O NEW MEXICO EXAMINATION
SYSTEM
QUESTIONS ANDg

Connecting with tho B. P. is N. B. and Chicago, Rok Island
and Paolflo R. R. Shortest line out of Santa ye or
New Mexloo, to OUlcacro, Kansas City
,
or St. Louis, When you
j

--

7:20a m .408

-

ROUTE, VIA TORRANCE

m

--

p m ...cl., Lv...Servilleta Lv
pm ...91 Lv TresPiedraHLv
6.Kpm..ia. ..Lv Antonlto ...Lv.

er s Kane li

HUH!

Miles No.

.

4:02
4 .32

The Diamond Cure.
The latest news from Paris, is, that

they have discovered a diamond cure
for consumption. If you fear consumption or pneumonia, it, will, how
ever, be best for you to take thai
great remedy mentioned by W. T.
of Vanleer, Tenn. "I had a
In the beautiful Rociada
Nothing
cough, for fourteen years.
near the mountains.
I
Dr.
took
until
me,
valley
King's
helped
New Discovery for
Nicest of everything- in the
Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, which gave instant market.
relief, and effected a permanent cure."
Pure mountain water.
Unequalled quick cure, for Throat and
Write or phone to .
Lung troubles. At all druggists; price
50c and $1.00, guaranteed. Trial botMrs. C. F. CUTLER, Rociada, N.M.
tles free.

SANTA FE CENTRAL

00

.

Mc-Ge- e,

Good for Stomach

WBST BOUND

am. 0 .Lv.. .Santa Ke... t .... 3:30 pm'
- I:)p ib
2:Slpm...a458 I.v.. .tapanola..
2:11 pm
12:2H
..Lv Fmbudo...
pm
b:iu p m . i Lv Rartnoa .Lv. ..11 :3a p m

11

"

Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Turner left
Madrid this week for Centrnl City,
Colorado, to bn gone nhout a month.

Accidents .come with distressing
frequoncy on the farm. Cuts, bruises
stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas' Electric
drug Oil relievos the pain Instantly. Nver
safe without It

vA5

gists.

gists.

1 .00 Sim koMint m times thetrlsl
sits, which Mil dor toe
bv
Oewirr too.. Omioaoo.
reparsd

attlMsaly.

A

Utile at
VOGT

A pleasant surprise party may be
Tho new railroad between twin
Uuttt'8 and Tucson Is ncarlng comple given to your stomach and liver, by
tion.
taking a medicine which will relieve
their pain and discomfort, viz: Dr.
When you want a pleasant laxative King's New Life Pills. They are a
that is eaHy to take, and certain to most wonderful remedy, affording sure
act, use Chamberlain's Stomach and relief and cure, for headache, dizziLiver tablets. For sale by ail drug- ness and constipation, 25c at all drug-

lodf-leade- n.

twee im(

-

J

grave-gards.- "

Bfwtkt

Las Vegas Sanitary Co. sv.n,.r.

I

.

disappointed, for Allen continued to
fall and a few days ago his mother
was summoned to assist In caring for
him. After her arrival he improved
so much that tho homeward Journey
was begun. The end coming thus
Ankle Hurt.
while they were on tho way met
Willii
wi it Mr. and Mrs. W. E them unprepared and to mose at home
Palmer of Cir itan, met with a pa m who had received word of encourageful uccl.lenl a few days ago. The ment It was a great shock.
heavy depot doer fell, strlkin? him
on the ankle. At first it was thought
Monday Sheriff "Uttrell returned
the bone was broken, but upon ex- to Raton from a successful trip after
amination It proved to be badly bruis- the negro, Medlock, who escaped from
ed, which will need careful handling. the county Jail about three weeks ago.
Medlock is the man whom the officers
particularly wanted. He Is chargBadly Injured.
murder of a woman at
James McCartney of Capltan re- ed with the
about four years ago and
Springer
WedDawson
a
from
ceived)
telegram
had been in tho local jail only a
nesday, conveying the Intelligence that few days when ho escaped.
Sunday
Mike Lucas had his back broken in
Littrell. in company
with
the mines there, and that death was Sheriff
Davis of Trinidad, received
almost certain to ensue. Mr. Lucas aSheriff
clew that Medlock was In Plcton,
wag for a number of years a resident Colo.
they arlved there they
of Coalora, and had saved up quite a learned: When
that the quarry had Just
competence.
started for Pueblo, so they informed
the authorities of the latter city and
Purchased House.
about an hour after they arrived the
T. II. O ilt.en recently purchasej negro was caught by a
patiolman.
the ranch of J. W. Oreer of Farming-ton- ,
consideration 14.000. Mr. and
The Noble Company.
Mrs. Oreer and family expect to soon
With a repertoire to select from
move to the Fort Lewis Meja. After
well
consisting of some thirty-fiva residence of eight years in this val- known
and popular plays, the Noble
ley, they will 'be great) missed In Dramatic company
will open their ensocial and rellfltias clrcleV May Pieces ntteitd Ihem is the wish of their gagement at the Duncan opera house
July 17th.
large circle of friends.
The company Is well and favorably
known throughout this vicinity, having
Missing.
at
played an extended
Elmer E. Waltermlre, six feet tall, Trinidad last summer engagement
and in Las Vebroad shouldered, dark complexloned, gas during the regular season. Their
years performances on both occasions were
weighing J70 pounds, forty-fivold, has been lost to anxious relatives of a high class, and the company, one
Has spent capable of handling with ease the
adnce March 10, 1902.
many years In various parts of both most difficult plays of the modern
old and New Mexico. Any information playwright
concerning the missing man will be
This season the company numbers
greatly appreciated by $, J. Walter- some eighteen people,
selected with
mlre, Perry, Oklahoma.
care from a host of applicants for
their artistic ability. A number of
In Las Vegas.
these people are specialty artists seR. H. Simpson, of Philadelphia. cured from the best vaudeville cirPennsylvania, who la Interested In cuits of the east, and between each
mining operations tn Arizona, was n act specialties are introduced, making
visitor In Santa Fe yesterday even- an almost continuous performance.
The advance sale of seats has aling and left via the Santa Fe for
Las Vegas where he will reamln a ready been started at Murphey's and
few days before returning to his east- Warlng's at 15, 25 and 35 cents.
ern home. Mr. Simpson says that it
l a great relief to get to this part of The man wno is able to save and
the country after sweltering In the falls to do so la a monument to human
heat of Arizona.
folly. Tho Plaza Trust and Savings
'
bank pays 4 per cent Interest
Married.
.
At precisely six o'clock, on the evening of July 6th, Alice Whltedi Myers
and Harper Sproull were Joined la the
Thomas Hull, of Cerrillos, died this
holy bonds of matrimony. The wed- week. He leaves a widow.
ding occurred at the residence of
the bride's brother at Raton, C. A.
"Neglect colds make fat
White d, and was performed by Rev.
Dr. Wood's
Norway Pine
Cutler of the Baptist church, who Syrup helps men and women o a hapemployed the beauUful ring cere- py, vlporius old age.
mony of the new church. The ring
waa carried by little James Albert
A hall storm visited Madrid last
Whlted.
Saturday but did no damage to the
crops,
Allan Burnam Dead.
came
that
Last Friday a message
Red Cross Bag Blue makes clothes
Little Allen Burraan of Raton had be
cured In much less time when
died at Orand Junction, Colo., as he
For sale by all
was on his way home from Seattle. promptly treated.
Allen had been 111 for three or four druggists.
years and this spring his parents
took him to Seattle in the hope that
Mts.
Flaherty of Madrid has
the climate would restore him to gone toGeorge
Kansas for a month's visit
were
health. In this, however, they
with relatives.

Hearts
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Novelties.
Summer
received from New
line

A bitf

WAIST SETS,
BODICE BUCKLES and a hundred other articles in Gold,
'.
Sterling Silver and Pearl for the
York.

just

v

SUMMER
GIRL
to us to show our
It is a.
pleasure

goods.

WARNING'S

SIXTH ST.

Stationers. Curio Dealers, also Kodaks and Photographer Goods

PERSONALS
J. M. Ireland returned this afternoon
from a business trip to Colorado.
John Thornhill came in from the
north this afternoon.
Judge Henry L. AValdo went ow
ti Santa Fe last night .
C. F. Abreu ,a business man of
Is in the city today.
J. R, Charette of Cimarron, N. M.,
is here today on business.
H, W. Cross, a well known Denver
traveling man, is here today.
T. A. Herlow is over from the capital.
John R. Eaton of Baldwin, Kansas,
was among the last night's arrivals.
Meyer Friedman spent yesterday in
Albuquerque negotiating a wool deal.
J. O. Sullivan, a Denver business
Yman, came in on No. 7 last night.
W. H, Wahl, a Sari Francisco traveling man. arrived this afternoon.
Rev. A. Cellier returned to his home
in Springer on No. 2.
J. L. McLaughlin, an Alamogordo
eheep man, is here today on business.
D. H. Capps and family of Cameroj,
Mo. have gone into canip la Galling
Ray-ad-

PICTURE YOURSELF
one of those fresh, snappy
Alfred Benjamin Suits, and one
of those swell Panama hats. And
you will make the change today.
They can be had only

car yon.

Jackson R. Agee, long a druggist of
Silver City, now representing a New
York drug house, is visiting the city.
Wm. S. Standish is up from Rivera,
where he has some promising mining
claims.
T. C. Lyttle, representing a business house of Pueblo, is in the city
today.
J. F. Turner and wife are visitors
from the big Windy City on the
shores of Lake Michigan.
L. H. Darby, the Den v- .- nuly man,
is busy with his T.ifia in the ity to,
day.
George Stateson, a popular Kansas
City commercial man, got in from the
north last night.
Richard Dunn, the lumber magnate,
has returned from a trip to Santa
Fe.
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder returned
today from a short business trip to
Albuquerque.

John A. Ross, traveling engineer
of the New Mexico division, has returned to Albuquerque.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero has returned from Santa Fe, whither he went
on business.
A. O. Wheeler and party drove to
the mountains this afternoon for,
recreation over Sunday.
N. W. Alger of Albuquerque, genial agent for the New Smith type- -

Keep Kool and Komfortable
Kut Prices in Kanvas Shoes
1.50 at

Men's

$1.18

O.05

$1.28 at

Boy's

Women's $1,80 Oxfords at... $1.10
Misses $1J00 Oxfords at
0J88
Children's OOo Oxfords at 0.78
"
Small 850 " at
QJ88

65 pairs Children Black

Kid and Patent Leather
Oxfords Of 00 to 0120
Now 70o a pair.

Duy noiv end
Cot a Benefit

Mrs. Sidney Clarke, a special friend
f Miss Eunice
Tamme's, passed
through the city today on her way
from her home in Fort Collins, Colo.,

to California, where her mother 13
visiting.
Herthohl Ilonheim expects to start
In a few days for an extended eastern
trip. He will be Roue nearly two
months and the report is that on his
return he will probably bo accompanied by a bride.
Lee Crltes leaves on No. 7 this
evening for an extended trip In the
west He will go via Los Angeles and
San Francisco, visit his sister. Mrs.
Cordon at Rosebury, take In the
Lewis and Clark exposition, and return by way of Salt Lake City and
Denver.
Louis llfeld, of the big Albuquerque wool firm of llfeld Brothers,
passed through the city this afternoon
on his way home from New York,
whither he had been on business. He
was met at the depot by his brother,
Chas. llfeld.
John Long of St. Louis, a member of the board of education of that
city, has arrived at Romero on a visit
to his wife and daughter, who are
guests at the ranch resort Mr. Long
visited Xas Vegas today. He expresses himself as delighted with the climate and conditions of this section.

iUiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiii
OF LAS VPGAS.

Oapftml

At THE

HUB

writer, is in the city ou busitess

to-

day.

Cellars, the St. Louis dry goods
man, is here from the south on one of
his regular trips.
,
A. Vanderwart, the well
known
Boston wool man, passed through this
afternoon.
W. A. Buddecke, president of the
street car company, returned from St.
Louis this afternoon.
R. W.Hoyt, the Santa Fe auditor,
returned from the north this afterM.

FRANK SPRINGER, Vloo-ProOUttKMQHAM, President
O. T. IIOSKMS, Ommhhr
F. O. JANUARY, Asst. Ommhhr
UTERES! PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.

J. A. Carruth, now manager of a
newspaper in Oakland, Calif., after a
brief visit to old scenes and friends
here, left for California this afternoon.
Miss Teresa Townsend was a passenger this afternoon for Youngstown,
Ohio, where she will make an extended visit
The three children of M. M. Sundi
returned this afternoon from Denver
where they attended the Bpworth
League convention.
Mrs. T. W. Hayward and daughter,
Miss Lottie, returned this afternoon
from a pleasant visit of several weeks
duration in Southern cauiornia.
Ben Eitelgeorge returned last evening from Denver. He was a delecongate to the big Epworth League
the
gathergreat
and
vention
reports
ing a remarkable one.
R. L. Jarvls. an El Paso gentleman,
who has been here for some days with
his wife, Is back from a trip to Santa
Fe. He is better pleased with Las
"
Vegas than ever.
Sheriff Cleofes Romero took Edward Hale to the penitentiary at Sanof the
ta Fe yesterday. The decision
was condistrict court, in which he
upheld
victed of embezzlement, waswas
senhe
and
court
supreme
the
by
a
halt.
and
two
years
for
tenced

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK
II. OOXE, Prmmldmnt

a.

7. HOStttns.

H. IV. KELLY,

Bridge

PAID UP CAPITAL,

030,000.00

no dmpomltm

iEvy ooldoo mil doooohooi3oBdovoi.
roooivodotlotmm$t. lotoromt

K0TG3AI 1B1

The Competitive Trade Contest will
Don't forget to
be concluded.
ask for votes.
soon

been
Merchants licenses have
granted to Estebon Gulterrez of Las
Vegas and to Pabio E. Vigil of Las
Vlgiles, each for one year.
Remember 10c is king at The
ings Bank Store.

GLASS
and
HARDWARE
BLOOD

E. R.
Manager

PAINT and WALL PAPER

Tclophono

Sav8

WantedYoung man with fair edu
cation to learn the printing business.
Enquire at Optic.
Frank Zumach received word this
morning that John M. Kelley, who
was injured by a fall a few days ago,
was worse. Zumach has gone this
morning to take him some needed
medicine and supplies.

Geo.

II 111

Fa

MM.

Plumbing

..a.

MASOKIO

' '

TEMPLE

-

DOUOLAS AVEKOS

44444f

undersigned have been duly appointed administrators of the estate of the
said Annie C. Hutchison, deceased,
and are hereby required to die their
claims with the undersigned admlnls-- .
trators within the time prescribed by
law.

Administrators of said Estate.
CHARLES A. SPIESS,
Attorney for the Administrators.
0

oiiAFFt:i

4

7

Prevent a case of sickness. per- Lost A lady's sliver watch on
Tuesday evening, between Eleventh, haps a death, by having the Las Ve
Douglas and Seventh streets. Finder gas Sanitary Co. clean your cesspool
or vault. Office at Voet & Lewis.
will please return to this office.

Valenciennes,! MASON JAR

yard for
Laces and Insertion,
A

DjtjPoyor

COOLEY'S
LIVERY FEED
AND

SALE STABLES

and Carriage Repository
A fine line of runabouts and driving
wagons just received. Horses for sale

at all prices.
M. L. COOLKY, Proprietor.
Htli I'tionvN No. 15.

8

1

Any one having bills to collect,
call on or telephone Harry 0. Oakes.
Both phones No. 2.
1

Notice.

After this date, fishing and hunting;
is strictly prohibited at Kronlg's lakes,
only those producing written permission from the owner. William Kronlg,
will be allowed on the premises.

Double

only

Tips-W- hite

Milk

CI QA For LBUe8 lDdl
shirtwaists

yard For Indian Head
Linon

A

"
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lis vciis Rtift
Wholesale
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For Ladles White
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lTi loreeai
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For

H ile

MImp, Lisle White Hose

nQhfgt

JKLf.Y
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rub-317- 0
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or For Rent

For Rout or For ftiilo
CiI, bo

sippUl

with

Coal, jACkets aud Huh

Usio ho fellow lap eo

,17
'
BodOvmtortT
lima ofTTl

ru(,h

with rovers
A Foil
usual price
Special per do
vJJCfpg
LASSES,

kind

Lunoh Daakaia In mil
8
Duck,
TNT$

(1

uod caps, wit h

11.25

T
atperdosen
Loom OurtalnSiratahars

Walking" Hats

1

11

size,

that his meats are always fresh, and
that you get the best of service there.
Drop Inland see us.

tur:iero.

EL DORADO HOTEL
lo Ooomoolloo.

J.

Mlt8

Aetna Building Association
(.

Vrgai. New Mtxico.

Wbaal

ooioreaoseM waeet oraaieia
UkM VgQAS N. SJ.

B.

C
SIGN

PITTENGER,
WRITING,

PICTURE FRAMING,
ETC.

002 OIXTII

CTHZZLTe

Reopened Under Now Management
Smmplm Room

then you will give us your
We earn six per
confidence.
cent for you. Co.ne in and
get your passbook.

1

WALL PAPER, GLAM,

Thoroughly Renovated and Newly Furnished Throughout
Strbtly First Class and Modern In Its Appointments

There are three steps in
saving: The first step U to
begin; the second is to keep it
up; and the the third step is
compound interest. You make
the ftirt; we do the rest.
That is our business. '
Your business is to look into
the safety of our institution;

Ktti,
r- -e

whcat

ttald Tor Bllllla

Have you noticed that TURNER'S
MARKET Is always clean and cool;

br

quart, same

Retail Dealer la

Blcaest msb orlos

4

Look Here!

aaa

QJLUW,
'

PAINTS,

plnj porcelain

:x

J. ft. SMITH, fro

DruifirlNts. TV.
Take HmU's Family Pills for constipation.

T!:".69c

Pr

For Ladle, Muslin Gowns
nigh Neck

BndyoValu

lite.

--

ill

UaVwraa Psoas

remedied,
by constantly falling
cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable Science his proten catarrh to be a
Notice.
constitutional diiuwae ami therefore require
conntitutloni treatment Haifa Catarrh Cure,
In the matter of the administration
manufactured by F. J. Cheney ft Co , Toledo, of the
estate of Annie C. Hutchison
cure on the
Ohio, in the rnly
market. It l taken Internally in donee from 10 deceased.
drone to a teaopoontull. It act directly on
all persons holding
Any and
the blond and mucous surf aces of the jHtem.
They offer one hundred dollars for any com it claims against, and all creditors of the
Mis to cure fcend for circular and testimon- estate . of Annie C.
Hutchison, de
ials.
Address: P. J.CHBNEY A IX)., Toledo, Ohio. ceased, are hereby notified that the

K Vallr 5fiC

M

25C
7Z

-

For Ladles Extra Size Vest dor.en...
ARS-f- ull
and Pauts a 85o Value
S0S J
For Ladles Silk Glove,
down
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a ou::oAn,

For Uvmry Ks,
For tmdSo Karoo,
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The man who la aet In his waya Is
not likely to hatoh-ou- t
any new Ideas.
If you are set in the habit of extrav
agance, throw it off by saving something each month and depositing with
the Plaza Trust and Savings bank.

f4T4irrv4
do to

GEO. H. HUTCHISON,
E. D. RAYNOLDS.
'

,

3

2

Tinning

Saddlery
Gonoral Hardwcro

July 17

11-3-

r,

.

da- (BuWfflffl
Hardivaro Ooaior

one week oomr.7cttoi.ta

15c 25c 35c
rniintv renorta tho fnllnlnir PRICES
legal cases: Santiago Valdez vs. Re- becka Lucero de Valdez, suit In divorce on the grounds of desertion by Justice Wooster with a severe
and A. C. Ackley vs. A. W, Thompson, reprimand.
suit to recover judgment to the sum
Any one having bills to collect,
of $220 for medical service.
call on or telephone Harry O. Oakes.
7.7
For Sale A twelve horse power Both phones No. z.
traction engine, cheap for cash. InParties going to the country will
quire Romero Mercantile Co.
consult their best Interests by calllns
Capt E. G. Austen and Dr. Blanche at Clay ft Rogers' livery barn where
will leave tomorrow, via Trinidad, nice rigs at reasonable
prices may a)
for Ponll park, to inspect the cattle.
Infection is reported from that sec- ways be had.
tion, and the territorial cattle sanitary board and the federal Inspectors ourCall up No. 450, either phone, and
are to investigate.
representative will call and see
you it you wish to buy, sell or rent
Just received at Warlng's, the lar- property, or borrow money on real
gest and finest tine of Navajo blankets estate security. The Investment A
ever shown in Las Vegas.
Agency Corporation.
TTnlnn

IGO.
.

Go to Gehring's for harness repair4
ing. Harness made to order.

Hold

..Fishing Tackle for Trout Fishing

I

WEST SIDE PLAZA.'

Luis Otero has been adopted by
Mateo Medina of Chapel.

o

Street.

f

ClOttHE U1C1BER OB.

4

LAS
REAL ESTATE oV LOAN CO.
N. S. Beldsn, Mgr.

It
1

mt

VE yow amines) by dmmnmMMgtkmm lit THE LAS VEOAS 8A I IffOf QAMK.
oollmr moved two so fars mooo."
thmy will Mma you mo Inoomm.

Ik lores Martinez was caught dumping garbage into the Galllnas in vio- .
lation of the city ordinance this morn-lagAs the man was undoubtedly
WILLIAM KRONIO.
of the law and as the of- Watrous, N. M., July 12, 1905.
Ignorant
We have six lots on Sixth street; fense was a first one he was let off
lots on Seventh street;
thirty-twFor Sale A small ranch, close in.
ctx lets on Eighth
There in more Catarrh in thU aectton o th
on Prince country than all other dtReaani put together, with alfalfa, fruit trees and good gar
lot
and
In
house
bargain
For eale at a bargain. The
nnttl the last few yean waa anppoxod to den.
street. When you want to buy, go and
be incurable For a great many yean doctor Investment and Agency Corporation,
where property Is for sale.
pronounced it a local diaeaee and ptRcrthd Both phones, 450.
local
to
and
VEOAS

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT
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C. V. Hedgcock

$

m.

Go to Gehrlng for Hammocks.

tion.

week.

3

Surplus) $50,000.00

llAltltKK 1ILOCK.

One of the grandchildren of Rom
oldo Martinez dded early this morn
A. G. Falch, a New York newsThe family left this morning
ing.
paper man. Is here for a vacation and for Los Alamos where the funeral
to make some writeups on this sec- will take place.

They expect to remain for about a

-

-

OFFICERS!

J. M.

Additional Local

noon.

Superintendent Chas. Russell of the
New Mexico division ihas returned'
from Albuquerque to his headquarters
here.
J. P: Earicson, of the commission
house of Earicson & Sabin, returned
this afternoon from a business trip
to Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
Dr. P .G. Cornish, a well known Albuquerque physician, passed through
the city last night, returning from a
trip to Philadelphia and New York.
Mrs. F. M. Elwood and son were
passengers for Harvey's this morning.

-

Paid In, $100,000.00

In

.
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EGAS DAILY OPTIC.

CAS

It. HTOUT.

Duvall's

Dinners

Can't Be Surpassed

A14 Grand Avenue.

catered to Lcs Vegans
I

I

,i

t

Distilled

The meals, the service,
the prices, hare been

PRICES

weighed thoroughly,
and found not want

it

:

The Hygeia.Hater.Ice
Mad

from Pur

2,000 lbs. or more each delivery,
"
l,0tM) to 2 000 lbs.
'
50 to 1,000 lbs.

Less than 50

"

lb.

CR.YSTAL ICE CO..

t

25c per hundred
"
35c
50c
75c

McGuIre & Webb

ItOTM PHONM, SIT

'k

ing.
Go to DUVALL
ln$ Room.
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for this store when you want straight
values. There is always smooth sailing
here for the purchaser of
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No rocks of high Prices no shallow
waters of poor quality.
Here is a stock of goods for which we
feel justified in claiming everything.
It is new, the things are handsome, very
serviceable and not at all high priced.
,
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las Vegas beautiful.
Las Vegas can be made a city of
unusual beauty. Along no other line
can her citizens expend their efforts
with more assurance of results In promoting the development of the city.
There Is a very large element of population in this country which goes about
over, the land looking for a place to
tarry and perchance to remain permanently and which is Influenced by
no other considerations but the apperl
to their sense of beauty and comfort:
Let the Incomparable charm of our
climate be combined with the ett Taction of a city which appeals to them as
a beautiful, homelike place of residence and (lie result Is easy to foresee.
Las Vegas anticipates no great future as a place of manufacture or a
railroad centre. We can not et 'lly
however, be too optimistic concerning
the future development of the city as
a place of residence for persons of
wealth and leisure, if only we will
do our part to mafce the community
as attractive as "possible.
In taking a walk through the better
residence portion of the city one Is
struck by the ragged appearance of
the streets no less than by the well
kept appearance of the houses and
lawns. We have an unusual number
of beautiful homes, as a rule frequent painting preserves their fresh,
attractive appearance, stately trees
add the touch of dignity and beauty
to the premises while the well kept
lawns are a delight But let the eye
once wander across the fence to where
the green border of lawn and neat
curbing should be, and we find barren
ground or weeds and ragged grass.
The gutter line Is irregular and the
The street Is twice
grade Is uneven.
too wide and ' consequently cut and
seared by drainage lines while the dust
surface Is proportionately Increased.
The whole effect Is one of dilapidation
and shlftlessness. Judged by the appearance of our streets, no stranger
could think well of Las Vegas and
this In spite of the attempt at Improvement which has been made by the city
Authorities.
So long as we have no gutters, no
curbing, no streets with narrow,
rounded driveways curving from curb
to curb, the! city scraper can do no
more than make the streets passable.
A home with house and lawn well
kept, but the street line ragged,
weedy and Irregular reminds one of
a man attired neatly and correctly from
his head to the bottom of his pantaloons which are frayed and ragged.
His frayed pantaloons mock his spotless linen and stylish chapeau.
Following the action of the city
council, new sidewalks are going down
In various parts of the city. If each
property owner, while establishing his
grade and laying the sidewalk, will
lay his curbing and grade up his parking, the contrast will soon induce his
neighbor whose walk' is already down
.to make a like improvement.
The climate of Las Vegas Is bo delightful as to be noticed by every
stranger who enters the town. Let us
make the physical appearance of the
city so beautiful that It also will be
the admiration of every stranger who
comes this way.
f

--

.

'BENEFICIAL

RESULTS

ARE SURE

"When the Irrigation works are
constructed, there will no longer exist the anomalous', condition of dry
acequla madres while a great volume
of water flows In the river.
"As soon as the . requisite acreage
of our lands Is pledged to the main
project, the engineers of the reclamation service propose to commence
work upon the diverting dam near Ft
Selden, which when constructed will
furnish us a permanent ditch head
and effectually protect us against such
a condition as exists today." Rio
Grande Republican.
Therefore the owners of lands In
the Mesllla Valley ought to lose no
time In signing the agreements conveying their landed property to the
United States under the Engle or Bio- -

-

wonderful
ONE of thein most
the history of
medicine Is the multitude of
endorsements which Peruna Is
receiving as a catarrh enre

from men of national
importance.

The Magnificent State Capitol Building of Alabama.

Governor of Alabama Commends Pe ru na.
In a letter dated July 84, 1899, written from Mont
gomery, Ala., Oovernor Joseph J. Johnston, ssys :

Join Congressman Brewer in com
mending Peruna. "Joseph J. Johnston.

The niont distinguished men
of the United Htates have no
Peruna as an
tonic, and it is
henltatlon in lending their influence to recommended excellent
those who have
me
to
by
of
the
axsiat in letting the public know
used it as a good catarrh cure." John
merits of I'eruna.
the people are in some C. Leftwlch.
Nearly one-hl- f
way affected by catarrh. Therefore it Register United States Land Office.
is almost a national curse, and it is of
Hon. Kohert Harber, Kegister United
national import that the people should States Land Office, writes from Montknow of Peruna.
gomery, Ala. :
Catarrh is an American dutoaae. "For some time I have been a sufferer
Peruna is an American remedy.
from catarrh in its incipient staire, so
Catarrh is a result of changeable much so that I became depressed and
climate. Peruna la a result of long and feared my health was generally in a
careful experimentation.
decline. But hearing of Peruna as a
Catarrh enters the system through the good remedy I gave it a fair trial and
nerve centers and affects the mucous began to Improve. Its effects were dismembranes, Peruna enables the nerve
beneficial, removing the annoycenters to repel and expel the catarrh tinctly
symptoms, and it was particularly
ing
from the system.
good as a tonic." Robert Barter.
Catarrh is a systemic disease and

curable only by systemic treatment.
The remedy that cures catarrh must
aim directly at the depressed nerve
centers. This is what Peruna does.
Redeemer of Public Moneys.
Hon. John 0. Leftwlch, Redeemer of
Public Moneys, whose office is in the
PostofB.ce Building, in a letter written
from Montgomery, Ala., says s
MI take pleasure in recommending

phant Butte dam project now in contemplation by the United States reclamation service. The opinion of the
Republican, as above expressed, is
correct and based upon facts. Every
land owner in the Mestlla Valley
should heed this, act accordingly and
that promptly. The construction of
the "Elephant Butte" or "Engle dam"
and the Irrigation systems under It
will make the Mesilla Valley one of
the most populous sections in the entire southwest. Tens of thousands of
people will make a good and comfortable living, where now there are
not hundreds in the valley, as soon as
the reservoir tn completed and the
system put Into active operation.

'.

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, N. M.

A number of Las Vegans were glad
to meet H. U. Mudge at the depot last
night, although he was traveling in
a Rock Island private car. The
of the great rival system
had expressed the same Interest in
Las Vegas as of yore, and1 really looked pleased to be travelling on the
Santa Fe again. This side of Springer the head trucks of the Rock Island
car and the hind trucks of the rear
Pullman Jumped the track and for a
hundred yards or so the occupants
of the two cars were bumped strenuMudge, accomously.
panied by his wife, is going to California on a business trip.

Barker.
U. S. Marshal, Northern District
Hon. Dan Cooper, U. S. Marshal for
the Northern District of Alabama,
writes:
"Your remedy for catarrh and
la grippe, Peruna, has done me so much
good thatlcannot speak too highly of it.
"I have used it for a short time and
have improved rapidly from the first
day. I was really much surprised at
such a quick and effective cure." Dan

Vice-Preside-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Homestead Entry, No. 586.
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., June
17. 1905.

Notice is hereby given

that the

follo-

of his intention to make final proof
in Kimnort of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S. court
commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M.. on
"August 21, 1905. viz.: Andres Marquez, for the S. E. V. N. w. . w. .
. secuon
. S.
yit S. W. ft, W.
4, T. 14, N.. R. 22 E.

a

Ha names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
.
Eduardp Gonzales, or uorazon,
M.; Vicente Marquez, of Corazon, N.
M.; Alexandre Fresquez, of Corazon,
N. M.; Manuel Gurule, of Corazon, N.
M.

MANUEL

R- -

OTERO,

Register.

1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Homestead

Entry

No. 1337.

wing-named
settler has filed notice
Department of the Interior, Land Ofof his Intention to make final proof in
fice at Clayton, New Mexico, July
support of his claim, and that said
11.1905.
proof will be made before the Probate Notice is hereby given that the following-nClerk at Las Vegas, N. M., on July amed
settler lias filed notice of his
25th, 1905, viz.: Maximo Chavez, for intention to make final proof in supCooper.
N. E.
W
S. E.
11. S. Marshal, Southern District.
the N. W.
port of his claim, and that said proof
, section 25, T. will be made before Robert L. M.
, N. E. Y. N. W.
Hon. L. J.Bryan, U.S. Marshal for
the follow- Ross, United States court commisthe Southern District of Alabama, 13 N., R. 24 E. He names continuous
to prove his
witnesses
ing
sioner at his office in Las Vegas,
writes:
residence upon, and cultivation of. N. M., on August 28, 1905, viz.: Juan
a
Peruna
catarrh
for
used
have
"I
said land, viz.: Francisco S. Chaves, Baca y Lucero of ChaVez, New Mexshort time and have also had several of Chavez,
N. M., Reduclndo Chavez,
Sec. 8. and
friends try it and they all pronounce it of Chavez, N. M., Juan D. Martinez, ico, for the E. Yi, S. E.
Collector of Port
T.
13, N. R.
Sec
9,
W.
W.
Vg,
Y.
S.
the best catarrh remedy ever put on the of Chavez, N. M., Albino Barreras, of
E.
25
Hon. J. K. Burke, Collector of Port, market. It can not be
praised too Chavez, N. M.
He names the following - witnesses
Mobile, Ala., writes :
MANUEL R. OTFRO,
highly." L. J. Bryan.
residence
to
prove his continuous
1
"Peruna I can recommend as a fine If yon do not derive prompt and satis
Register. upon and cultivation of said land,
medicine. It has been used in my fam- factory results from the use of Peruna,
viz.: Cruz Baca, of Chavez, New MexNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ily and as a tflnio it is excellent. I take write atonce to Dr. Hartman, President
ico; Antonio Martinez, of Chavez,
pleasure in testifying to iU fine quali- of the Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
New Mexico; Ramon A. Trujillo, of
Homestead Entry No. 5841.'
ties." J. K. Burke.
Ohio, and he will give you the benefit Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., July Sanchez, New Mexico; Teodora Her-rerof Sanchez, New Mexico.
of his Talnable advice gratis. .Ml
11, 1905.
Postmaster of Mobile.
folloEDWARD W. FOX,
the
Is
that
Notice
confidential.
of
hereby given
Hon. P. D. Barker, Postmaster
respondence strictly
wing-named
Register.
settler has filed notice 8
6--

a,

The reputation of Sir Walter Scott
is likely to pale in comparison with
that of his Illustrious namesake of
Death Valley, California.
After all, It doesn't make
vital difference to the people
United States whether Depew
signed from the Equitable or

such a

of the
has renot.

The United States with the excep
the Kansas City Star and a
the same Ilk is having a
hard time to enthuse any over

tlon of
few of
mighty
Thomas

!!1

W. Lawson.

It Is different with Rockefeller. Most
Of course l.as Vegas ought to have nun expect to see their friends desert
a fall festival.
them when their money takes wings,
but the Standard oil man has difficulThis weather Is not too warm to do ty In keeping his friends, on account
Rome good vigorous boosting for the of his money.
v

city.

The fame of Las Vegas as a health
resort Is Increasing In geometric proportion.
That $1,397 profit from the June
race meet Is highly encouraging, loot's

If Taft wasn't angry when he wrote
that scorching letter to Wallace, and
he says he wasn't, we would be
pleased to see an epistle by the distinguished secretary when he really
was wroth.

VILL OWE FDD THE NEXT W DAYG

03 ALL

THEIR

do It some more.

"Why did La Follette talk about
There appears to be no bluffing go- Hamlet rather than reform at Ottaone?
That's
ing on. s oif Norway and 8weden do wa," asks an anxious
get Into ascrap It will mean heroic easy, because he has been elected
United States senator and won't have
fighting.
to run for office again for six years.
The governor's own band from the
Im Vegas has probably never had
site of Jalisco, Mex.. outplayed all
the crack organizations In the Elks' as many summer visitors as she Is entertaining this summer. They are all
band contest.
And they are at libvery welcome.
Mr. Bryan has reduced the sub- erty to carry away with them all the
scription price of the Commoner. Still climate they can assimilate.
the wonder grows that he can find
readers at any price.
The various troubles and vexations)
In connection with the construction of
Vegas the Panama cnnal will straighten
Everybody Is tor the
fall festival. Now lot everybody boost themselves out all right and
I'nclo
the fair from now on until the enter- Sam will dig ditch In the good old
tainment has been given.
American way. Ho always does what
he undertakes.

ls

7 A. M. till 10 P. M.
80 Ota a quart, packed tu Ice, delivered by bicycle,

Oall vp Ctthmr Phone.

GIDSON & SEITZ

&sh, Doors, Builders Hardware Wall Paper
Glass Paints, Varnishes, Brushes,

Coal and Wood
corn f::o::e3

Raton needs free delivery of mails
and It's up to the people to see t lint
she gets It. Raton has sufficient poitt
office receipts, well lighted streets.,
Kood sidewalks m most places; and
unless the Inspector uoninnds
alleys there Is nothing to bar her
Haton Gazette.

S UMM ER GOODS
i

An Actual Cash Discount of

cl-a-

(Scqpo Lumber Company

no, oo

Mobile, in a recent letter from
Mobile, Ala., says :
"Allow me to send to you my
testimonial as to the good
qualities of Peruna. I have
used it for the past three
months and find it is a
most excellent tonic." P. D.

Taupert,

New Mexican.

rrom

,

m

vice-preside-

IDE CREAM DELIVERED PROMPTLY
.

v

J--

CO. DO

i

New Mexico Klks vallantl.' assf-- d
the ItibllltttUm rngape-- lit by
indo Elks lit Buffalo whin the groat
convention was won lor h? )ii"tn
rlt jr of the west. Th IJnWn Raho
nmirhlng clu of El l'.o, Ihn nnst
In

33 3 Per Cent

notable organlaztlnn at the roaeutUui
nlno

txostd

for Denver.

j
,

Th Highland VMrtte's rHIglous ed-Itor has discovered
the long lost
lUvrnth comtniindtiiotit. tt reads:
"Ktnns rof yltpnmrp
ap nuht ssolnu
ton tlahs uoht."
rxpnpswen a din-- r
Tito commandment is easily translated
by Iwglnnlng nt the end of the
reading backward.
son-teiir-

"Wi'iTirui.
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of
all
Enforced.
Not
social
MaKimum Rate Law
Ion, to have full charge
F- - Philips, ia the ViUied educational work. Heretofore Thomas
John
Judge
today, A. Promt has directed and managed
States district court lur
granted the temporary Injunction the work douo by the different classes
prayed for by Missouri railroads re- but with his other duties Mr. Prdut
straining the state railway and warehouse commissioners of Missouri and found th work too much for him ami
the attorney general of tho mute from athe commute has 'given the work to.
freight rate th special man who will be knowu as
enforcing
educational director.
tho
last
enacted
law
by
legislature.
When the law went into cruet. Juno
1G, eighteen
railways In this state
Emergency Telephone.
petitioned Judge Philips to restrain
the mate officials from enforcing the
Tho first telephone to he used In
art tha railroad making the claim cases of emergency on the lines of
that the rates provided in the new-- the Southern Pacific arrived this
law were prohibitive and would morning. The Instruments are so aramount to the confiscation of their ranged that they can be connected to
nroiu-rtv- .
The suit also was directed the wire of the telegraph line at any
against three Kansas City shippers. In- point and with a very little trouble
s.
tended to cover shippers as a class talk to any or all of the principal
and to forestall any suits they might
They will be used only In cases
of breakdowns or accidents between
bring against the railroads.

ran

EM

RAILROAD NEWS. :

:

OF

Aooare

Men's

ma-tlon-

For Eight Days Only,
Saturday, July

The court Issued an order at that
time preventing the enforcement of
tho law until the matter of a tem
porary Injunction could he argued.
This order, which was argued last.
week, was continued in force today
by Judge Philips, who after delivering
an oral onlnion. granted the railroad's
petition for a temporary Injunction.

Engines for Japan.
Shipments by the Baldwin IiOComo-timWorks of the 150 engines, ordered for the Imperial railways of Japan
recently, have begun and will be continued at the rate of ono a day. The
total cost of the order Is about f I,- -.
500,000.
These engines weigh 102.000
Railroads In Pool.
pounds each and supplement the 100
The Denver Republican says: Ono ordered last February.
of the heads of the corporation that
Is the second largest shipper In Colo
Germany Follows Suit.
rado Is the authority for the state
Following the adoption of American
ment that every pound of freight car
of American unloading
locomotives,
ried by the threo principal railroads
machines and many other industrial
in this state Is pooled; that it is of no
comes the Information th tt
material difference to any of theso devices
the
German
railroads have adopted
elect
roads what the shippers may
deto do In choosing a road, as a division the American idea of the railroad
is, meeting
of the profits comes to each, whether scriptive folder, which
with marked success.
tho wheels move or not. In brief, the
Denver & Rio Grando, the Colorado
Roads Consolidated..
Midland and the Colorado & Southern
Indications are the El
and thetr subsidiary or tributary roads
road will soon pass Into obare In a deal to "dlvy" and competilivion as far as Its name-I- s
contion Is thus obliterated.
The condition of affairs must be cerned. Both of the systems now
borne In mind In dealing with the owned by the
syndicate
will soon In all probaballty, be known
Cripple merger.
All the talk that has been hearl and as the El Paso & Southwestern,
that may be heard of rate wars Uud re- taliatlon, because of the action of the
Colorado & Southern In abaadoninq;
Financial
certain feeders In that district Is so
are
roada
much rubbish. The three
Sucparties to whatever has been don'
or may be done; thev all tak orders
In
New
from the same syndicate
cessful Race Meet

to Saturday, July 22

15

Tho Frao Choico of tho
Stocti of 020, 025, 030

mum

Consisting of ENGLISH WORSTEDS, CLAYS, THIBETS
finished and unfinished blue and black SERGES,
FANCY CASSIMERES, Etc., made up in all
x
the latest styles by those celebrated
'
makors of men's clothing,
'

ALFRED BENJAMIN

stations.

6 CO.

ALL GO. CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
FOR EIGHT DAYS ONLY

e

Phelps-Dodg-

Gratifying

Statement of

J

iff W

rW

York.

New Freight Depot.
Following Is the financial stateAs a result of tho recent visit of ment of the Galllnas park race meet,
Vice President J. W. Kendrlck of tho June Gth, 6th and 7th, 1905.
Santa Fe to San Francisco In company
RECEIPTS.
with General Manager A. G. Wells, the
Purse subscriptions
.,.$3,11(5.25
China
at
company's big freight yards
Merchants' Stake
410.00
basin are to be the scene or some Gate
and Grand Stand
1,351.20
in
and
costly improvements
gigantic
Entrance Fee
680.00
the near future. As soon as the

.....

......

nec-sessar- y

ltiriidenjaininjS
AHW7RK

AAKCRS

GrrtctCbtbshrMen

GrmtCbthes'hrMtn

Monarch Shirts

OF IHTEREST TO MOTHERS

The $1.25 kind

85 Cents

Every Boys' SUIT in the house
will be sold at a big reduction, and
an ELEGANT WATCH

ent patterns open
front or coat style.

FREE

in a hundred differ-

1

that usually retail at

$1.00
Madras, Per-

in Cheviots,
cale and Penangs all late
weaves. Special sale price

SALE
OF

Special Hat Sale

riety of correct
for

per garment Underwear, in
tan, black, white, pink, blue
and brown each

25c
Men's $1.00
garment French
Underwear, form tit'
Hal-rigga-

ting Bon Bons,

in Serges, Home

spuns and Flannels at 25
per cent reduction.

16,132.35

DISBURSEMENTS.

Purses, June
Purses, June 6th
Purses, June 7th
Base Ball Prize
Base Ball Expenses
Mr. Stone, Starter
Mr. Flaws, Judge
Clerk of Scales
Patrol Judge
Patrol Horse'

952.50
1240.00
1320.00
100.00
300.00
159.20

83.00
20.00
15.00
2.50
3.15
100.00
98.od
29.75
21.85
22.w
.uv
108.71
11.00
3.90
1.15
21.01

.......

of $3.00
large vapatterns-cho- ice

The experiments were a success and Net Receipts .............I. $1,397.71
F. H. PIERCE, Treasurer.
several hundred of the machines have
been ordered for the Wyoming di
New ' Firm.
vision.
A new law firm ha been tncor
Cattle Better Treated.
porated in Raton. The Incorporator
are Hugo Seaberg, E. C. Crampton
sent
Information
the
to
According
and C. N. Blackwell. all well known
wo
in
out, most all the railroads
professional men of Raton. The comcountry are taking steps to prcvenl a pany haa a capital stock of $5,000
violation of the law relative to the divided! Into too shares at $50 each,
shipment of live stock. As stated
and Its purpose Is to do a general
recently In the News the secretary of law business In all Its branches. The)
thousagriculture has prepared one vioial-titerm of existence Is fifty years and
and cases against railroads for
Raton U the principal point, with
tho law and pushing shipments Hugo Seaberg and K. C. Cramptoa
through to their destination without named as agents. The number of dlstopping at the prescribed limit nf rectors shall be three and the Incortime to give the animals food, water porators will manage the business
and rest.
during the first three months.
The latest development. In the sit
uation, according to advices received
Sintal-Prjs- b
by the authorities here from Washing- Scoffs
ton Is that the majority of the suits
A POSITIVE CUSZ
have been compromised with Mie un
.irOmrrtet
wmi
railroads
derstanding that the
tu l'l1'lr n4 lMwMnd KM.
. .w soonat so rat. cre
Immediately take action to provide
ivl.kly and of rnrnnmtl the
against future violations of the s'atat m
,
diI
o 'tut of kv
lutes.
lull MMIIII'i.
Abtplel
Vt drUMtoM.
"
r
vum
v tl.nu.il
Educational Dirctor.
!ti
,
ll.lt.
At a meeting of the committee of
management of tho Santa Fe
rwifwtuu.
Y. M. C. A. Charles F. Wolf was
SOLO BY O. Q. ICHAIFIR.
elected educational director of the as- ,

300
NOBBY TrI ATS
in all styles and colors, that
usually retail at $3.00 and
$4.00, go at.

TVlAtt'c

'vu

0i

CA

eyietvvs

Drop Brim, latest style HATS,
inan shados, that
AC

4yJ

always soil at $1.00
SUITS

W

$2.25

MA,eo

65c

Total
i

,...,...!..,.

HyNDREDS a

Men's 75c

500

PANTS

W A

50c

52.60
84.90

..........

SPECIAL

ODD

277.50
10.00
75.00
75.00

Meals One Man
Band, three days
Tie Tamper a 8uccets.
Optic Advertising
The Union Pacific has completed an Hennagea & Company
Horfeman N. Co. ...
Important experiment on the Wye-- Chicago
. . . . .
mlng dlvlson, an exhaustive trial of a Horse Review Company
w.ii.mciwiiKui. oe
timnio rfuvlKa xnllori a Ha tnmner
The machine consists or a long Gross, Kelly & CompanyFeed
the length of a Lon Shelton, Banners
shallow pan, one-hal- f
tie. In this pan Is a piece or wrougnt Street Car Tickets
Iron twisted In the shape of a cork- Wells Fargo Co. Express..'..
screw. In the pan Is placed a quan Telegrams!
57.75
W. H.
Salary
tity of gravel, and the pan with Its Center Ungles,
Block Drug Co., Reun
is
corkscrew arrangement
pushed
25.00
der a tie. The pan Is then withdrawn H. fund!
2.85
Material..'
Pennant
Levy.
and the corkscrew rod, with the gra Rosenthal
Co.,
Furniture
vel, is left, and the tie lowered, tnen
10.25
qhalrs
the corkscrew Is withdrawn.
to
The object of the machine Is
$4,734.57
Total
place a layer of gravel evenly under
Impos$6,132.25
all parts of the tie, something
Total Receipts
4,734.67
sible with present methods of tamp- Total Disbursements
ing ties.

EXTRA

with every Boys' Suit for $3.00 and
upwards.

1000 Shirts

two-piec- e

THE HUB'S

Purses Wltheld
Pool Privilege
Refreshments Privilege .
Score Cards
,,
Entry Blank Programmes
Feed
I.

facilities can be provided the
company will concentrate all of Its
freight business at China basin, ana
Chief Engineer R. B. Burns has been
Instructed to prepare, without loss
of time, plans for the needed Improve
ments, which are to include two immense freight sheds, additional tracks
and yard room, and docks where the
largest ships afloat can discharge and
receive Oriental cargo.
As a prominent Santa Fe official remarked yesterday, the company has
adopted a new policy respecting China
basin, which means that when the
projected Improvements and facilities
are In shape the company will have
the best freight depot of any railroad
in the United States.

Graoco shape, in black, white or
tan-o- ur

special sale price
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Is There a Limit

to This

Man's Healing Power?

VCQAI

to have another busl
Kapp & Kapp, the archi
WORKS
ed of Lhh Veens, are now enuanetl
it drawing plans for a modern brick
block to be erected by Juduu N. U.
southwest
LuukuIId on his lot on
Hopeless- corner of 8au Franciscothe street and
Don Caspar avenue, says the New
in
Mexican. Tlio Jot is one of tho best
business locutions lu the city and
that section will be greatly Improved
In appearance when the new building
is completed.
Judge Laughlm will put up a mod
ern and substantial brick block, about
ninety feet Kep and containing four)
store rooms with a basement underneath. As soon as the plans are received the contract will be let and
work will bo commenced immediately.
Judge Lftiighltn bus not fully decided
whether the block will be two or one
stories in height, but. whichever be
decides upon, the building wfil be put
FORCE OF W11GHIY POTENCY up In the very best manner uoBBluie
and will be attractive in design.

PANOPATHIC PROFESSOR

Fu is

WONDERS
i

Restores Health to Invalids Pronounced
the
ly Incurable by Physicians, Healing
Face of Apparent Impossibilities.

Doss Away Yiih Useless Drugs

And Condemns Brutal Operations by Surgeon's
Disease He May
Deadly Knife-- No
Not Cure by Some
UHStEH

Ali vlblUwj brcth-em- s
cordially Invited, to attend. Clark
M. Moore, N. U.j Antonio Luctro,
W,
V, 0.: T. M. ElwiHid, secretary;

!

Santa

STRflHGUNTflNGlBU,

tall, Sixth street.

New Business Block
for Santa Fe
ncKH lilock.

1.

DAILY OfTIC.

Las Vegas

I.

H,

i, uuAiA,

loaned

J.

Screen Lump Soft Coal,
Cerrillos Soft Nut Coal,

Muter.

T. E. BLATJVELT, Bee.

Chapman Lodge. No. 2, A. P. 4 A. V
Heguiar communications Ul and 3rd
Thursdays In each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. M. 11
Williams, W. M.; Charles 11. Spor
leder, Secretary.
Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. O. P., Meets
second and fourth Thursday evenings
of each mouth at the I. 0. O. F. halt,
lira. Ilyroa L Werti, N. 0.; lira.
Augusta O'Malley. V. G.; Mrs. Clara
Bell, aecretary; lira. 8ofle Anderson,

EIMEKALOL
CURED

ITCII-ECZE- LIA

Not comt thing tUi w ill cur everything-- , but a upevMe proMcrlbt! for overvhlrt yuan by
.
IkH'tur burnt, om (if I,omWin' nuwi celebrated skin
The EurekaM Eutma Curt Ik the feuoua remedy auarranteed to quickly relieve sod
of ttieekin or scalp, It In purely antleeptie and germicidal. We
tuunvntly cure any tltM
f Uvtlmonialu to prove the true vlrtne of 1U poxltlve core.
have thousand
Don't ale your time and money on "cure-ellsThey absolutely do no good.
Write to nit at once for our fatuous Eurekalol Ecieme Cure. K will tell the elory that Is
more coiitlnctnK than pate of argument. Price postpaid, 60 cents and 11.00.
Don't cutler from ihoe torturexome Pllee. One application of tbe famous Enrekalel Pile
Cure will give immediate relief, price. pontal0, 50 cent.
THE EVREKALOL REMEDY CO.. 1197 BERGEN STREET. BROOKLYN. N. Y

j
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I
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HEALTH
EDUCATION
WORSHIP
PLEASURE

r

Ult

,

cekiullos

C. ADLON, Prop. Corn and Corn Chops

VISIT
YELLOWSTONE

1

,

FUH. DEfcLEU

D

Plant,

Meets first and third
0.
Monday evenlnis. each month, at
YUlttng
Knights of Pythlaa UalL
brother! are cordially invited.
B. P.

Has He The Power Divine?
r

O'DVRtJEr

foundry & Machine Shops

12. frites. treasurer:
V, V. lledgcock.
Villon (iaNollne Eiitfliu'N, the
cemetery trustee,
Moot Hesl ruble Tower.
W, C T. U. meets, on first Friday Stover tiusoline
EngiucM for
m.
X:30
of each month at
Tot place
p.
Itiliiulnir Printing Presses
of meeting will be announced through
tot columns of this paper. Mrs. Lucy (Irlndini; .Mills, lNiinntiiir Out
Shank, aecretary; Mrs, S. C. Long,
tits, Wood Knulntr, Kleetrlc
President.
l.at'.iidrles.
Light

R. L. Jarvls, of El Paso, western re
presentative of a cash register manufacturing firm, transacted business in treasurer.
Santa Fe today. Mr. Jarvls was for
Hope is Gone.
Eastern 8tar, Regular communlca
merly a representative of tho same tion
second and fourth Thursday even
company in the east, but a few mouths
of each month. All visiting broth
Ings
for
El
the
benefit
to
Paso
moved
ago
of his wife's health. El Paso did not era and sisters are cordially Invited
agree with Mrs. Jarvls and' she went Mrs. E. L. Browno, worthy matron;
to Las Vegas where her health has S. R. Dearth, W. P.; Mrs. Emms
Ministers of the Gospel Siiy Me i Gifted f Cioil, and Pruisi' Him materially improved, but she thinks Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A. Howell
Service and
she will do still better in Santa Fe. Treas.
for II Ik Help to SiiflVrlii-- Hiiiiianitj He
Mr. Jarvls is so well pleased with
Home Treatment Free to tli SU-- and Afflicted.
Redmen meet In Fraternal Brother
Santa Fe that he says if suitable arrangements can be made, he will bring hood hall, every second and fourth
other ills that human flesh is heir to, his wife to the capital and make this Monday of each moon at the eighth
Special Correspondence.
run. Visiting chiefs always welcome
New York, July 10. Seeing is be- I have done so many times over, city his home. New Mexican.
to boast, I may
William P. Mills
to the wigwam.
lieving, and witnessing the Deeming Witnout intending
Mr. and Mrs. John Drehl are new- sachem; Charles P. Jamerson, chief
miracles performed by Professor Wal- safely say that 1 treat more patients
of records.
lace Hadley makes one exclaim: "Is in a year than the average physician comers from Elkhart, Ind.
there a known limit to this man's does in a lifetime, and among them
Fraternal Union of America, Meett
F. J. II rag. who comes from Sherhealing power? Is there a single dis- are numbered many of the worst cases
cure because man, Tex., for an Indefinite stay, ar- first and third Tuesday evenings of
ease he cannot cure? Is there any in the country. And
each month iq the Fraternal Brother
I have at my command a power over rived last night. He la much pleased
case so hopeless that he cannont
bood hall, west of Fountain Square,
disease so great that its extent can with climatic conditions here.
health?"
8 o'clock N. P.
Sund. F. M.; W.
I re
realized.
be
Recently
hardly
Probably no other physician in the reived this letter from Mrs. C. M
G. Koogler, Secretary.
tourist
a
commercial
D.
E.
lclome,
world treats as many patients as this
N. J., which will from
Pueblo, who comes this way
famous professor of panopathy and Weston, ofanBarnegat,
The Fraternal
Brotherhood, No
in a while, Is showing his samonce
how
of
idea
pa
many
you
give
102, Meets every Friday night at then
physiactrics. They come to him by tients regard, my power to cure: ' ples to city merchants today.
scores and hundreds. The sick and am so
ball in the Schmidt building, wer
glad to be able to tell you tha
Buffering, the lame and halt, the con- I am well.
of Fountain square, a. 8 o'clock. Vis
I can hardly realize tha
sumptive and paralyitic, invalids from I am cured. I have been told so many
king members are always welcome
..PARLOR BARKER SHOP..
almost every known disease form an times
JAMES N. COOK,
was
in
case
that
doctors
my
endless procession seeking health at curableby and
STREET
CENTER
President
I
never
could
that
get
his hands. And this wonderful man, well
W. GATCHELL, Secretary.
0.
I was almost hopeless. Still
that
WORKMtN
..FIRST
CIAS
this wizzard of science, this great- I always felt that if I could find a doc
receives them
0. L. ORFOOVV, Prop.
hearted physician,
who knew how, he could cure me,
treats them cures them. Heals them tor
I
HocMost
found him in
and
of diseases pronounced incurable by tors do not know how.you.I think
The
they
afthem
cures
medical
the
profession,
a little about common diseases,
know
Professional Directory.
"Where 10 Cents Is King." ,
ter they have been doomed to death but when it comes to the serious and
by doctors, revives health and strength difficult ones, such as mine were,
YOU CAN
lii the face of seeming
ARCHITECTS.
they say they are incurable, and never
... .01
2 common lead pencils
learn any thing about them.. My re01
1 Ink and pencil eraser
u
&
HOLT
" a"1
HOLT,
health has surprised all
1
0.
in7 calm statement? of storation tomo..
of
needles
paper
but in a quiet
Civil
Architects and
Engtneert.
wno knew
No one thought I was
02
1
holder
pen
no
he
is
disease
fact, he says there
Maps and surveys made, bulldior 1
I told them I
when
cured
03
being
really
masher
potato
may not cure; says it, and what is was, but they see it now and cannot and construction work of all kind 1 milk Bklmmer
03
more, proves it. During a recent account for It. One of the doctors planned and superintended. Offlc 1 small
01
pan
dairy
Vesta
Las
revolutionwho
man
has
talk with this
who attended me last winter was the Montoya Building, plaza.
.04
;
1
fastPner
sash
Phone 94.
ized the theory and practice of medi- most
05
1 Japanese lantern
surprised of alt;- as he thought
cine, he says: "Thousands of precious my heart trouble, complicated
05
1 aluminum comb
by
'..
PHYSICIAN.
sacrificed
are
human lives
needlessly
and catarrh of the
10
asthma
bronchitis,
1 English crash tablet
every year by useless medicines and stomach,-woul- d
kill me before
10
1 knife and fork
surely
brutal "surgery that kill oftener than this. So you see how near death 1
DR. H. W. HOUF Osteopathic pay and a line of
Glassware,
Hardware,
of
All
members
cure.
upright
they
was, and that you literally saved me
siclan, office OIney block; hours
Crockery and Notions.
the medical profession know this from the grave. I also
want to thank
9
to 12; 1:30 to 4; phones', Las
whether they will admit it or not, and you for your personal interest and
Notarial Setvla,
Sunday
Vegas 41, Colorado 175.
it is time that the general public was care of my case. Your kind words of
made aware of the facts.
hours
did
a
me
of
world
appointment.
by
good
encouragement
Corporation Seals
"Cases have come to me that have when I was so weak. I am writing to
DENTISTS.
baffled some of the best physicians In all my friends who are ill, urging
K ubberStampa.
the country, where one doctor has them to put themselves under your
L. Kammcnd, Room 7 Crock.
E.
Dr,
stom
with
the
care, for I know you can cure them.'
said the trouble was
8
ach, another said heart, still another Another clergyman, the Rev. T. Hor-ri- ett building. Hours to 12, and 1:36
or
I
D.
of
5.
office and
whom
at
Both
D.,
something
disease
Tex.,
Harwood,
to
phones
diagnosed kidney
else. But in each case I was able cured of a complication ofdiseases,
'I am much
to see the real cause and by removing writes to me saying:
Established. 1888
it I restored the patient to perfect stronger and more active than I have
...424 Grand Ave...
health. I have known stomach trouble been for years. I shall always thank
to be diagnosed as heart disease, and God and you as His servant, for the
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS
(heart disease as rheumatism, and great benefits you have conferred
Dentist
shall
When
and
take
me,
upon
countless similar instances.
great pleasure
. Lag Vegas, N.
these mistakes are made and the pa- - in recommending you as one of the Bridge St
'tient is treated for the wrong disease, most courteous, efficient Christian
ATTORN EY8.
how can the sufferer hope to get gentlemen whom I have ever known,
well
It is as if you tried to cure i shall always hold myself ready to
Georae H. Hunker. Attorney at lav
deafness by wearing eyeglasses. One serve you as a beneficiary of your Office, Veeder block. Las Vegas, N
is just about as sensible as the other, wonderful skill. Command me when-Bu- t M.
I make a careful diagnosis of ever I can serve you in anything,
Frank Springer, Attorney at la
each case that comes to me and treat May God, our common Father,
serve you long in the land of the llv- - Office In Crockett building, Lai
real cause.
I could go on indefinitely tellVegas. N. M.
'
t v.qvo rfUnarrid vh useless rimes '
SEI LS........
in& you of case after case similar to
E. V. Long, Attorney at law. Offici
and medicines commonly prescribed
to in Wyman
iinri nsA a fivstpm of these, but these are sufficient
N
Las
block,
Vegas,
any one that I have been M.
roatnw .hntta no murh Riinerinr to Prove totorestore
health in the face of
sun
as
abJe
the
modern medical practice
seemed certain death."
80CIETIE8.
Is to a candle. Now that I have per-- j
B"t4how about those who cannot
fected it after long years of practice!
I.
iNew
O.
F., Las Vegas Lodge. No. 4,
0.
Wk to have
and experiments, I find that I have aftor? tot fome,?,
meets every Monday evening at their
withyu
the power to cure my patients
"It loes not; make the slightest
out their coming to me or my going
o them. For Instance, read this let- - difference. I cure them in their own
ter from the Rev. Samuel Sutton, an homes just as easily and Just as sure- eminent divine of Williamsburg. Ky. Uy as if I went to them or they came
You see he says: 'I feel thankful toito me. Distance cannot weaken the
God that I was directed to you for re-- healing power I have. All that any
THAT YOU SHOULD NOT
lief from mv bodily pains and Ills. I one who is ill In any way have to do
feel sure that our Heavenly Father is to write me a letter, addressing
has helped and directed you in work- Wallace Hadley. i. D.. office 1278A,
Broadway, New York, tell
ing out the secret of power over dis- No. 2255
ease. Your efforts must be accom- Ing me of the disease they suffer
rrom most or tneir principal symp
panied by the Holy Spirit to accom- toms,
age and sex, and I will Bend
1
know
plish such miraculous cures'.
of home treatment ab
and believe that there is nothing to them a course
free of charge."
solutely
release
the
for
treatment
equal your
"Surely you do not mean that you
of suffering ones from pain, weakIKMiHm-sHfKI- I
ness and disease. I wish all suffering give services and treatment free to
ones knew its power to heal as I do any one Imerely for the asking
mean Just that, I believe
"Yes,
since It cured me of heart and kidney
as. a Christian it Is my duty to
disease, catarrh of the blader and that
and man to help all who are In
hemorrhoids. Dear Doctor, I cannot God
have been given the
When
need.
to
thanks
find words to express my
I do not believe that I
cure
to
power
you for your kindness to me In ridding have the
The El
right to make any one waste
System and Rock Island
me of all my physical sufferings. his
on useless drugs when I
money
is
line
the
between
do
shortest
El Paso and the
others
are
that
may
System
My prayers
can heal him without them. We all
aa I have done, write to you and get owe a
"Great Sou thwest" and Chicago, St. Louis, Xan- - '
duty to our fellow men. We
relief and that ymi may be Joful n
a serve , one way or anotner.
t
sas City and all points North and East.
abundance on earth and in the world Where a rich man gives money I
to come for your faithful search and give health. I am not a millionaire
The Golden State Limited is the most magnificently equipped train
your success in finding such a wonder- but I am able to afford to do my share
in Transcontinental service.
ful power that when your treatment toward relieving the sufferings of
comes In contact with disease, illness mankind. I ara happy to give freely
All Meal via this rout are served In Dining Care.
must give way to health.'
of my services whenever they are
that
Iha9
I
The entire train is lit by electricity and heated by steam.
proved
am
anxious
needed. And
"My experience
especially
there is no disease I may not cure. I to cure any poor mortal who has been
All connections made in Union Depots.
do not care how severe the case may told that his or her case is incurable
Is
how
on
no
left
earth
long
standing,
how
there
chronic,
hope
be,
that
Equipment is operated through withoutjlchange between
other men have said or failed to Of any one who has grown weary
San
Francisco, Los Angeles, El. Paso and Kansas City,
been
dochas
)what whether the patient
spending money on drugs and
I am tors in a vain search for health.
f?t. Louis and Minneapolis.
If
or
not,
incurable
Chicago,
pronounced
Just as ready to cure consumption, they will write to me and accept my
V. It. MTILKS,
cancer, paralysis, Bright's disease, offer there Is not only hope, hut at
need
other
and
that
absolute
most
they
deafness,
certainty
weakness,
organic
Genl.PaHH.Agt.
incurable diseases, as I am be sick no longer. And it is a bles
EL PASO. TEXAS.
do
a
letter
makes
bowel
power
my
that
and
troubles, Ing
to cure stomach
a
as
much
visit.
good
nervous
personal
prostration, lust as
rheumatism,
blood disorders, catarrh, or any of the

That Cures When Doctors and Medicines Fail and

Iron Works

PARK

All Thru Tickets good far stopover at the Park
VERY LOW RATES
VIA

Northern Pacific Ry.
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lbs or more each delivery,20c per 100 lbs
it
30c per I00 lbs
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. ii
ii
40c per I00 lb
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50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs. i
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60c per I00 lbs
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home
la tbtt bU wife and himself with their children, If they have any, may
enjoy Ita romforta. Mistake may be male In lulldlox, hut thero can he
bo iitcuM for mistakes that aru made in furnUhlnKn, partlcuhrly for the
kitchen.
The great Malleable- Iron anl Steel Cooking Ranee, MAJESTIC, for
coal or wood, la so thoroughly well known a being the bent, that It la
abvolut negligence If any other range U placed In tho kitchen. When
Not cheapen but least
ready for the range, ask for the MAJESTIC.
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To Make Room for

SONG.

Interesting

Ilrlt of the Summertime!
Bring back the rottea to the delta;

Fall Stock.

Your Choice
of

Bridge Street.

Brief Meadow City Paragraphs
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Any R.ea.dy Made Suit in Our Store for

The Murk of Distinction
of this shoe is that of true comfort
combined with attractive elegance, productive of complete satisfaction.

Description

Frank W. Braly, writing for the
June Issue of Mines and Minerals,
gives an Interesting description of the
Bring bark the friendship of the sun;
The gilded evenings, calm and late, great White Sands of. New Mexico,
When merry children homeward run, lying near Alaroogordo. The article
And peeping stars bid lovers wait. Is In part:
Nature has been very lavish In the
Bring back the singing; and the scent United
States, displaying such a varOf meadowlands at dewy prime;
Oh, bring again my heart's content,
iety of wonderful contrasts In her
Thou Spirit of the Summertime!
handiwork as to stagger the mind In
William Alllngham. Its
attempt to classify them or to
a comparison of their features
make
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. D.. Martinet
of
relative
3
a
o'clock
this morning,
at
superiority. But most of
daughter.
theso places of Interest have bad
Any one having billa to collect, their natural beauty marred to some
call on or telephone' Harry G. Oakea.
extent and only those In the most IsoBoth phones No. 2.
lated localities have been preserved
and
Miss Maggie Bucher went out to in their primeval
simplicity
Mora today. She will conduct the grandeur. However, out in the great
county Institute of Mora county be- southwest, where the size of corner
lots Is that of quarter sections and
ginning Monday.
where dry air Is the chief asset, there
The Mayflower band wjll give a are some unusual scenic attractions
trolley party on Tuesday night. The which are being visited each year by
band will play on the trip to the rapidly Increasing numbers of toursprings and return and' will give a ists. Among those places of interest
half hour's concert up In the canyon. may bo mentioned the Grand Canyon
Q
of the Colorado, the Petrified Forest
Delicious
Golden
On tho
Tomorrow morning at 7 o'clock Le of Arizona, and the Enchanted Mesa
THIRTY CENTS. Only
Roy Helfrlch will loose five homing of New Mexico. But however much
these there
pigeons which were brought here may be said regarding
from Aurora, 111. The pigeons belong is yet another that is more remarkto Alltert J. Sturm of the Illinois city able In Borne respects than any of the
and that gentleman expects to have onesi Just mentioned. Neither has it
&&&&&&&&&&&&&
the birds come home with a 'mefmage been subjected to artificial changes
nor
made
hideous
and
offensive
In
by
from the Las Vegas alderman
vulgar bill boards as has been done
time.
elsewhere, as for example at Niagara
WE ARE FISHING FOR BUSINESS.
The Optic will he glad to receive Falls. Jt might also be stated rethese
attractions
of
the
garding
great
a
be
to
for
catch
sentence
suKgestlons
used in boosting the northern New west that there tho tourist will find
freedom. No doubt he would
Mexico fair. Portland has 'Hit the
However, we don't hold out to you
the
prefer
fellowship of the rattleWatch
has
"Just
Trail," Albuquerque
ITs." Send in sentences and The snake, the centipede and the tarantula
to
tempting baits to catch you today,
horde of persistent beggars
Optic will take pleasure in presenting whothe
constantly pursue the tourist at
them with proper credit to the execuand cheat you tomorrow, but offer
tive committee of the fuir association. Niagara Falls and persist In offering
unnecessary "services for cash.
you our regular all year round values
On the great plain lying between
Dr. Edmund J. James, the new the San Andreas
and Organ mountains
In Drugs, Family Medicines, Toilet
president of the University of Illinois, on the west and the
Sacramento
Is making a careful iavestiRatlon into
on the east In southwest
25
mountains
2S
2 2S 29
jN
the
record of football ern New Mexico at an altitude of
Preparations, Tooth Brushes, Sterilplayers. He says: "The successful about 4,000 feet above ea level there
football man must, under modern conizing Bottles and Sterilizers.
is a wonderful exhibit of nature.
ditions, so overstrain himself physLocally it is known as the "White
ically as to diminish seriously his Sands" or
simply as "the sands." A
House
chances of achieving success of any more technical
name is the "Gypsum
kind in after life."
Hills," because it is not sands at all
but a vast deposit of nearly pure
gypsum,.- The deposit is so unusual,
The Ball
the quantity so great and Its appearance so beautiful and unexpected that
the spectator is amazed when he first
It IsVood baseball that the fans may beholds it. The gypsum is of a nearly
YOU WILL WANT A
depend upon for tomorrow at Galllnas pure white color. It is of finely digranular form with the grains
Park. Another battle royal between vided
rounded and smooth
paStarr and Fanning is scheduled' and tent process white cornresembling
meal, it has
the teams behind the pitchers will do drifting before the prevailing northsome of
erly winds Into hillocks,
their best to achieve victory.
feet
The Blues and the Browns, with which are thirty or thirty-fivThese hillocks cover an area
high.
calFanning and Starr in the box, are
of probably ten or twenty miles, the
culated to furnish about as fine an greater extension being northward
article of baseball as Is put up In the by southward.
"We ' ve grot 'em lots of 'em ,
The
conditions
the
causing
pre
cents
admission
high regions. Fifty
Wo'nt have 'em long, however
to adults will be charged, and the sence or this gypsum were probably
about through the remark
bbrought
"Old Sol" gets real busy,
when
game will be worth It
able and extraordinary changes asso
for they are too good to stay here.
ciated with one or more volcanic
eruptions that occurred many centur
Better come in very soon that
Visitors
ies ago, and which made this region
one of desert dryness. Also a large
you may get the choice of a big
section of this southwest country was
variety and at the same time a
Los Vegas Invites people who come probably at the bottom of an Inland
here to explore the lovely canyon of sea, and the Immense beds of gypsum
a long season's wear
the Galllnas and to Inspect the beau- now visible In the surrounding countiful grounds on which the Montezuma try, were deposited from the water.
is situated. Several parties who have The soluble salts were deposited as
entered the Montexuma grounds have the water disappeared and large quan
made complaint that some Important tities have since leached out and have
Into
Individual, Who possesses a gun and been drifted by the wlnnds
Negligee and Golf shirts silk Mercerized, Madras,
who Is also blessed with a side part- mounds from the surface of the dry
to $3.50
ner has ordered them off the place. soli.
Chambray..
Threats of shooting visitors have
Away .to, the north of the sands
Straw Hats yachts, Pull Downs negligees crasheven been made.
arises the crater of an extinct volcano
.25c to $2.50
Whether the authority for such standing like a grim sentinal watch- es
high handed proceedings emenates ing the results of its wanton destrucvici--pblack
Oxfords
coltcanvas. $1.75 to $5.00
Tans,
with some individual who has been tion. The black lava, obsidian, filled
clothed with a little brief power, or the bed of a large river which was
25c to $2.75
Light weight Underwear. .
whether he gets it from some higher flowing through the valley at that
source, the principle is wrong and will time, diverting the water to another
EveryCaps,
Boys
be presented by Las Vegas people.
valley and made what Is now an aland
for
The National Fraternal Sanitarium most plain, called the "bad lunds" or
has been widely advertised, las Vegas Mai Pals.
The White Sands begin near the
people have worked hard, have put
up money and have made sacrifices to southern end of the Mai Pals and He
land tho Institution. They expect to southwest of the remaining portion of
have the lands donated, open to the the old river bed which at the preInspection of the public. And what- sent time is a wide, deep and dry
ever instruction may have been given chasm cut Into the alkali soil. It Is
to those in charge, threats of shoot- claimed by a Spanish legend that a
ing peaceable visitors can be Justified beautiful valley, Inhabited by a prosilt iff lt if?
tit h ijt t
f 4f 4f
f tjf &
or hacked tip by no authority. This perous people, was here before the
man with the gun Is apt to get him- eruption occurred and destroyed the
WE ADVERTISE A CLASS OF GOODS THAT ADVERTISE US.
self kidnaped and ducked in the
river and brought about the present
desolation.

The swallow from her dlHtant clime,
from drowsy cells.
The honey-be-
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VACATION FOOTWEAR SALE
One lot of Misses and Cbildrens Slippers andOxfords in Black,
Tau and White Canvas at greatly reduced prices, come in and see
the bargains.
One lot of Women Tan Oxfords regular price $2.00 Now $1.50
.
"
.
$1.50 Now $1.25
"
$2.50 Now $2.00
,
Vici Kid
$1.2$ Now $1.00

Oluo Valloy Slando for
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BLUE VALLEY
market.
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Barefoot Sandals your choice
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for Cash only.
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SPORLEOER SHOE CO.

out-do-

FOOD WONDERS.
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SCHAEFER'S

Opera

now

fill the grocery stores that's
about all some of them ever do fill.
One of the things that starts the day
well is Cocoa. It's filling in the right
way, and if you'll drink a couple of
cups every morning at breakfast,
you'll not want to fill in towards the
middle of the forenoon. Better than
coffee, more nourishing, and so easWe carry Walter
ily prepared.
Baker's and Van llouten's. It costs
less than a cent a cup. The children
enjoy it. Let us send you up a tin.
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If your SHIRTS need BUTTONS
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GET PIANO TICKETS FREE

T

We Sew BOTTTONS on SHIRTS
No Extra Charge

T

0
n Las
Vegas Steam Laundry.
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inch ORGANDIE 15c

Qual-it- y

Ladies Jap Silk WAISTS in
White and Black 2.75 Qual-

EiUbliihment

of
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Las
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Vejat

SALEl

WHITE

il

PIQUE

111

SHIRTS
$2.78
$3.73

$2 AO

Quality Now
Quality No

$3.00

WHITE

At $2.00

ity

LINEN

Our entire stock of 20c FIQ
QURED ORGANDIE

SKIRTS

For 1Bo Yard

at

Grocer

WM

Ladies White Lawn WAISTS
with Lace and Emby Trimmed
1.00 Quality
At 7Bo

......50c

t

Retail

Leading

At IQoyd

-

$3.00

$2.73

Quality Now..

Special Sale Goods For Cash Only

Waists
wash Suits, Hats,
hot weather
Everything the best at

4

the

RY

08.00 to 012. CO.

t4

Detail

PRE-INVENTO-

Complain

thing

H. STEARUS,

Agents for
w
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Patterns.

iHENEUr LEVY:
Las Vegas Exclusive Dry Goods Store,

,

517 Sixth Street, Las Vegas, N. HI.
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Olive Oil
Sylmar
lo tho Finest la tho World

The olives are gathered one day and processed the
next, before they have time to bruise or become
mouldy. As a result, Sylmar Olive Oil lacks a
reat deal of the sting and suggestion of rancid- ness present in nearly all olive oils, and will keep
longer in an open bottle than any other make.
PricePint Bottles, 60cj Quarts, $1.00.
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UR DRIDOE STREET MEAT
MARKET WILL DE OPEN
FOR BUSINESS SA TU RD A T

JULY
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SALE

ADVERT!

Wow is Your Opportunity for a Rare
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don't need a pencil to figure out the advantage and economy of buying a Piano,
mencing SATURDAY, JULY 15th, says Qen'l Hgr. C. S. Walter, of the Knight-Lock- e
Piano Co., of Denver and Pueblo, who is here to personally conduct the
greatest sale of pianos ever held before in Las Vegas. The pianos
are here, at 503 Sixth Streetopposite San Miguel Bank.

com-

Special Mention of a Few

Superb Loaned Pianos
Which Are On Exhibition At This

Sale.

The pianos which come under this head really deserve to be placed in a class above any other-e- ven
above new instruments of the same make. Sounds strange, doesn't it?
Let us see.
These instruments, as you will readily note, are from the shops of the world's best makers
will readily recognize this. During the year (the length of time from one of these sales to
one
any
another) there are recitals, musicales, concerts, etc. innumerable musical functions held in Denver
and throughout the states we control for these best makes. These require the use of a piano some
artist asking for one make, some for another and we furnish them. Naturally, the greaUr the occasion the more care expended in selecting an instrument the better the instrument loaned.
But in every instance you can easily see the care given to selecting an instrument, which comwith sustaining-quality- ,
bines good appearance with perfect tone quality with carrying-qualit-

FREE
CONCERT

EVERT
EVENING

y

and all the other requisites for this exacting work.
What is the result? An instrument which has been in the hands only of accomplished performerswhich has been tested crtically artistically more perfect in every instance than can reasonably be expected of brand new instruments.
Now, isn't this reasonable logical? Yet we have never taken advantage of this fact and in
our years of artistic musical experience we have never sold these loaned instruments as new instruments. We tell you they have been used and how much you know the story as well as we.
A specific mention of a few will here serve to show how the prices run out of stock of say all
told fourteen or fifteen instruments the highest possible grades and values the piano world can pro
duce.

Original Selling Price
walnut

a most

instrument in tone and

case,
superb
One Estev Pia.no.
quality
case, beautifully carved,
One Story Clark Piano. mahogany
easy action, rich tone .........
dark oak case, used only a few times on elite
occasions
One Cabbie Piano.
case, beautiful tone, slight- One Adam Schaaf FiartO. mahogany
y marred in shippment
One Marshall & Wendell Piano. mah0vnumndto
iD
One Schiller Piano. wai
in
One Schaeffer Piano.
ich

Music by
Prof Pegram,
one of
Colorado's

most
Distinguished
Artists.

TERMS

Now

$550

$385

.500

365

4jU

345

4DU

ACf

325

375

288

400

318

375

268

W

NOT SAVE

The purpose of this sale, as is here outlined is purely an advertising sale and is to rid out
Denver and Pueblo floors of all loaned piano stock to make room for our fall stock. This is the exact
been made with reference to
purpose, and prices have been made accordingly. Prices have not
made
with reference to what the
have
been
Nor
they
paying us a profit not in a single instance.
been arrived at by what
have
these
The
are
various pianos
pianos
prices put upon
actually worth.
we believe you yourself would think was extremely cheap, and would respond too quickly; in other
words, that you would buy now, at these prices, rather than wait a few months latter and pay more.
In all your experience have you ever known of lower prices anywhere?

These Pianos are Going to be Sold Within a few Days.
Your Choice. Easy payments can be Arranged.

Come Early

the
Special Prices on all New Pianos, Including KRANICH
MASON . HAMBLIN and

x

SPECIAL

.

and get

BACH

MfhtL(Q)clke Pkni
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C. 9. WALTER. Qen l Mgr.

503 SIXTH STREET, OPPOSITE SAN MIGUEL BANK.
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